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"It Is a fact worthy of mention, thai
during the past eight years, not a
single bank, either territorial or national, In New Mexico, has closed Its
doors by reason of being Insolvent,"
Auditor
Traveling
said Territorial
Charles V. Safford today. There are
today In the territory, 44 national and
41 territorial banks, with a capital of
$3,324,000 on June 30, 1909, and resources and llablllltes amounting to
on that date. On June
$24,4C8,1CG
30, 1908, there were 40 nationals and
29 territorial hanks.
Millions for Irrigation.
There were filed In the office of Territorial" Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan
during 1909, 143 applications for wa
ter appropriation for Irrigation and
power purposes. Naturally, the applications asked tor the maximum
amount needed. Under these projectB,
7,174,203.25 acres are to be reclaimed,
or four times as much land as was
under Irrigation during the past year.
The cost of these projects Is to be
Thla Is in addition to the
at the Elephant
federal projects
Buttes to CarlBbad and on the Rio
Hondo, which represent an outlay of
another $8,000,000. The power projects are to develop 133,320 horse
power at a cost of $9,828,205.
Almost Three Hundred New Companies.
During 1909, domestic corporations
to the number of 237, filed incorporation papers in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. One
company renewed Its existence and 35
foreign corporations were admitted.
Eleven territorial banks and one trust
company were organized with a capital of $500,000. Fifty-on- e
mining companies were incorporated with a total
capital of $75,330,000. The total capitalization of both domestic and forwas $117,139,325.
eign corporations
From these incorporations, the territory derived fees to tie amount of

n

Chaves were $35,758.85 during the
past year.
Notaries Public,
During 1909, Governor Curry ap
pointed 453 notaries public.
Arrests by Mounted Police,
During 1909, the territorial mounted police, Fred Fornoff, captain, made
203 arrests, of which 73 were in the
first half of the year.
Inmates of Penitentiary,
On New Year's day, the territorial
penitentiary had 317 prisoners, the
largest number ever confined In the
'
institution.
Hearing of A. H. Gossett,
The hearing of A. H. Gossett for
the killing of Postmaster 8. Conover,
at Lyden, Rio Arriba county, was Bet
for this afternoon at two o'clock, be
fore Judge John R. McFle at the Cap
itol. A large number of witnesses is
here from Rip Arriba county.
Dissolution of Water Company.
In the offldj) of Territorial Secre
tary Nathan Jaffa, a certificate was
filed today chrtifylng to the dissolu
tion of the Cityarron Water Company-th- e
signers being Charles Sprlngei
Frederick Whitney' and George E.
Reinley.
District Court.
In the district court this forenoon
before Judge John R. McFle, the
case of Golden Barrett vs. the Taos
Valley Land Company, et al., was up
for hearing.
Territorial Educational Association,
The meeting of the New Mexico
Educational Association at Roswell
ast week is declared to have been
the most Interesting and most enthus
iastic yet held. The large number ot
participants In the oratorical contest
will necessitate the dividing of the
Territory into districts In the future.
each district, instead of each school,
to send a contestant.
Superintend
ent Clark Is especially interested in
the success of the Oratorical Association which was organized In bis of
fice at Albuquerque during his first
year in New Mexico.
Indian Service Appointment.
Mrs. Minnie D. V. Rathbone of Lincoln, Neb., has been appointed domes
tic science teacher at the tt. g. Indian
for
Training School and reported
duty on Saturday.
Notaries Public Appointed,
Governor Curry today appointed the
following notaries public: Roman L.
Baca of Santa Fe; T. J. Mollnarl of
Portales, Roosevelt county; and Miss
Cora T. Baca, of Gallegos, Union
county.
Governor Mills Receives Commission.
Chief Justice William J. Mills has
received his commission as governor
of New Mexico. He will be inaugurat
ed on March 1.
Advanced to Presidential Postofflce.
Today the postofflce at Magdalena,
Socorro county, which has shown a
great increase in business the past
year, has been advanced to the third
class and thus becomes presidential,
Postmaster J. S. McTavIsh will be roappointed by the President
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Kelly Miner Found Dead in Bed, But It Is Thought He Fell Out of Commercial Bodies of This City
Should Take an Active
Bed When Pain Seized
Supposed to Have Killed
Himself.
Him.
Interest

From Santa Fe to Aztec, San Juan
Albuquerque, Jan. 4. Postmaster
Scantily clad and lying on the
Special to the New Mexican.
John C. Bolton of Carlsbad, Eddy floor of his room at the Claire hotel, county, in one day; the saving ot
Washington, Jan. 4. Delegate to
county, attempted suicide last night W. H. Bidgood, a salesman traveling almost J10.000 to the Territory, the
Congress W. H. Andrews has Introby shooting himself In the head. He out of Denver, was found this morn federal authorities, the counties, in
Giving
duced the following bills:
was temporarily demented. There Is ing shortly after 8 o'clock. While at railroad fares and hotel expenses; the
every homesteader In New Mexico,
first I' seemed possible that the man conquest of a new trade province,
a chance for hli recovery.
Arizona and the rest of the Rocky
Dolton Is an old timer In the Pe had met with an accident or foul that Is what the opening ot an automountain region, the right to make
In play as he bore a mark under one mobile road from Santa Fe to Sun
cos valley and Is well known
a second entry so as to increase his
Santa Fe where he visited occasional- ear, investigation has revealed the Juan county would mean. Capital is
homings to 320 acres; a bill permithaB
ready to place automobiles into servwho
He was here last year during fact that several days ago Mr.
ly.
ting every homesteader
had complained of feeling 111 and ice, without further notice. If
the
the legislative session,
been compelled by reason of Illness
bad not called on several firms which road is laid out
or a death In his family to abandon
Bolton Is a member of an old LinGovernor Curry is much interested
or
his entry, to make a second entry;
coln county family and he Is a boy- bed been notified of his arrival
In the project and has promised the
a bill to give Captain John P. O'Con-ne- r
hood friend of Governor Curry. Mrs. expected arrival in this city.
of the Good Roads ComMr. Bidgood, who appears to have
of Santa Fe, of Company D, 33d
Davidson who had charge of the
Ohio Volunteer Infantry, a pension
Claire hotel dining rooms some time been a man In the thirties, arrived mission if the counties of Santa Fe,
Rio Arriba and San Juan do their
of $35 a month.
ago Is a Bister and so Is Mrs. J. P. here Thursday and brought several
Church of Roswell. Bolton's father valises with him. He called at Zook's part. In Santa Fe county, the road
$30,000,000 Loan For Irrigation.
Pharmacy and said he represented would follow the well worn, historic,and mother are dead.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 4. In a
manufacturers road to Santa Cruz by way of TesuJohnson & Johnson,
conservation
Miner Found Dead In Bed.
special message on
In que and Pojoaque and which ought
of surgical cotton, with offices
which President Taft will possibly
Kelly, N. M., Jan. 4. Considerable
New Brunswick, N. J. Mr. Bidgood to be put in prime condition anyway
send to Congress on Monday, a loan
excitement was caused In this camp
appears to have been the Denver as the New Mexican has advocated
existing
of $30,000,000 to complete
yesterday when James McCarthy, a representative
of the firm. Upon previously. This road; as it is, car.
be
suggest,
reclamation projects will
well known miner, was found dead in
of his death John Zook at ries a large amount of local traffio
hearing
who
have
senators
ed. The western
his bed, with his hands crossed on bis once wired the New Brunswick peo- and from the tourist standpoint Is invisited the President the last few
breast and a peaceful look on his ple asking what should be done with comparable. At Santa Cruz, the road
settlers.
to
understand
been
face. McCarthy retired at 4 o'clock the remains. Later It was ascertained would cross the Rio Grande to Espa-nol-a
given
days have
Notaries Public Appointed,
and thence running to Chamita
that such a loan will be recommendyesterday morning, after working an that the dead man had been registerGovernor Curry today appointed ed. The loan probably will be floated
eight-hou- r
shift In the Kelly mine. Ac- ed at the Denver Y. M. C. A. and Mr. would follow the present road along
the following notaries public: Adela as short term bonds or certificates of
he was Book wired the officials there to the Cliaam to Ablqulu, and thence to
cording to his
Caroline Holmqulst of Albuquerque; Indebtedness.
Gaillna.
Just beyond
In the best of health and spirits when learn If Mr. Bidgood has relatives In Coyote and
Hlchens L. Woolton of Albuquerque,
Galllna. It would cross the Contihe left the mine to go to the hotel. Denver.
Interstate Commerce Bill.
Proposed
C.
de
M.
Bernalillo county: Juan
nental Divide at an altitude of only
He usually got up at 10 o'clock to get
Cashed Check for $50.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 4. A bill
and
7,200 feet,
then follow the
Baca, Jr., of Bueyeros, Union county.
his breakfast and when he failed to
Is stated on good authority that
changes in the InIt
sweeping
making
do so, an employee of the hotel was Mr. Bidgood had cashed a check here Canon Largo to the San Juan river,
Hearing on Water Applications.
commerce laws for the reguterstate
Bloomfield
to
thence
and Aztec, and
Because of the large number of at lation of railroads was introduced In
sent to call him. No response was re- recently for $50 and as that money
torneys and parties Interested In the the house by Representative Mann of
ceived from repeated knocks on the was found there seems little reason if found desirable, on to Farmington,
for
entire
distance
the
claims
of
being about 200
conflicting
hearing
door of McCarthy's room, and an en- to believe that foul play bad been
chairman of the committee on
miles, or to be more exact, 192 miles
water appropriations on the Pecos Illinois,
breakeffected
robwas
trance
by
The
commerce.
of
to
the
resorted
finally
for
purpose
and
foreign
to Aztec, an easy day's
for an
river and tributaries, which occurred Interstate
not in accord with the one preing In the door. McCarthy was lying bery. The fact that Mr. Bidgood had automobile for there are trip
no heavy
Engineer bill Is
today before Territorial
and been here four or five days and had
dressed
bed
on
his
under
partially
committee
the
acting
grades on the road. The hardest hill
Vernon L. Sullivan, It was held In the pared by
seemed to be in a deep sleep. Inves- not called on another drug firm is In Santa Fe
Taft and
the direction of President
county from the Tesu-qu- e
Council .chamber Instead of the
had been dead which had been notified to expect
railthat
he
administration
tigation
proved
as
"the
known
The
river to Fojoaque. There is alalneer's office at the Capitol.
to
that
the theory
for some time. It is supposed that him lends color
but was prepared by Chair- $14,437.60.
road
so a long Btretch of sand between Ablhearing covered the filings of A. A. man bill,"
Game and Fish Licenses.
his death was caused by heart trouble, the dead man had heart or some other qulu and Coyote.
Mann during the summer vacaOver the ContiJones. J. D. Hand, the Las Vegas Land
lior
less
more
remained
had
hundred
six
scouted
Five thousand
by trouble,
although this theory is
nental Divide and along the Largo,
Ornnt and of the Territory, all of tion of Congress.
that
In
Mexhis
hotel
his
room
and
New
at
to
censes
hunt
in
who
to
fish
and
McCarthy's strong
many,
point
the road would be almost level for
The measure does not provide for a ico were
them conflicting with each other. The
Issued In 1909 by Game
physique as an evidence that he suf- this morning the illness had proved miles and miles and all that would
Alines of the United States for the special court to hear interstate comfatal.
Indiwhich
ailment
P.
no
Warden
Thomas
from
Gable,
fered
physical
need to be done Is to cut out the sage
Las Vegas reservoir project and for merce cases, as haB been reported
must
Coroner Investigates.
brush and low timber. From Coyote,
A coroner's Inquest was held today
the Lake Urton project aiBO emer in would be the form of legislation on cates that hunting and fishing
to
the
Mexico.
was
removed
The
New
in
be
body
good
cause
General
a
branch road could be run to EI
in an effort to determine the
to the controversy. Attorney
this subject that President Taft would
on
San
undertaking
Wagner
Vado
parlors
Debt.
Attor
Territorial
been
has
and TIerra Amarlllo, while from
of death. The suicide theory
Frank W. Clancy and District
recommend. It proposes, however, to
Francisco
street
an
and
the
investigation
C.
man
Abbott
commerce
represented
Ablqulu, a branch road runs to EI
ney E.
The territorial bonded Indebtedness,
create in the department of
suggested, but Is likely that the
died a natural death, as those who Is being held there. District Attor Rito and Ojo Callente and from ChaTerritory.
and labor a bureau to be called "bu- there Is no floating debt, on New
knew him quite well, declare that he ney E. C. Abbott was notified by the mita to Alcalde, Velarde, Embudo,
reau of transportation," where a ship- Years' day amounted to slightly over
Public School Statistics.
coroner and several witnesses have Glenwoody, Ranchos de Taos and
had no worries on his mind.
The revised school census figures per may file complaint against a rail- a million dollars. As a set off, there
been summoned.
98,- - road.
Taos, thus opening up again old trade
are over half a million dollars In the
McCarthy came here some time ago
gives New Mexico a population of
Shortly after the body was discov arteries. As stated, a practical road
from Helena, Mont. No papers were
42 persons between the ages or live
an investigation the com territorial treasury and sinking funds,
after
If,
found amoung his effects which would ered this morning by one of the em- exists already to Galllna, and from
and twenty years. The enrollment In mission of the bureau of transporta- and territorial property outside of a
Indicate whether or not he had any ployes of the hotel who found Mr. there on to the San Juan river the
the public Bchools Is 46,005; the num- tion finds that there is Justice In the million and a half acres of school and
relatives. The dead man was about Bldgood's room door ajar, a physi- road making would be a comparative
ber of public school teachers 1,208; complaint he must report the facts to Institutional lands, is worth a million
cian was summoned to render any trifle, for the grade is easy and there
thirty-fiv- e
years old and as far as
the total expenditures during the past the attorney general of the United and a half dollars.
A brief exami- Is no sand.
possible assistance.
However, the old road
known here had no wife or children.
Insurance Business,
fiscal year for public purposes $031,-25- States and If the attorney general is
nation of the body was sufficient to would have to be fixed up in places.
Durln? 1909, three life Insurance,
and the value of public school satisfied that there is a cause for ac
show that medical attention was use- With a dally automobile
schedule
PRISONER ON WAY
property one million dollars.
No statement as to the possi- over such a road it Is certain that othtion, he Is required to file a petition three fire, one casualty and one bond
TO NEW MEXICO. less.
to
New
were
admitted
Mills.
commis
commerce
companies
ing
with the Interstate
ble cause of death was given by the er traffic would also increase for the
Reception for Judge
Chief Justice William J. Mills was sion and prosecute the case at the ex- Mexico, making a total of companies
physician to a reporter who asked country traversed is populous, and
Tries to Slug Newspaper Photogra for Information.
doing business In the terrlory of 28
received by a committee at the Santa pense of the government.
veTy productive. Jay Turley of San
and Makes Lunge at
35 fire, 18 miscellaneous and 24
pher
life,
Fe depot last evening and escorted to
Juan county, who Is spending several
still
8on of Virginian Doctor.
The Bhlpper may If he perfers,
His Camera.
the executive mansion where he Is the file his complaint direct with the com- fraternal. The receipts of the office
Mr. Zook received a telegram late days in this city, is Beeking to interguest of Governor Curry. A dinner mission and prosecute at his own ex- ot Insurance Commissioner Jacobo
this afternoon from Messrs. Johnson est local businessmen in the project
Denver, Colo., Jan. 5. Angered be- and Johnson of New Brunswick no- and has every assurance of assistance
was tendered the coming chief execthe present law provides.
as
pense
laid
for
cause
were
his photo had been taken by
utive at which covers
tifying him to have the body of the from Governor Curry and from those
The bill makes It the duty of com
ten. On Thursday
evening from
Ralph Baird, staff photographer of dead man embalmed and shipped to who have the capital to Incorporate
and
Just
establish
to
mon
carriers
bebe
who
was
will
the
he
News,
ten
o'clock
Mason,
Harry
eight to
Dr. Richard M. Bidgood, 25 Friend an automobile line from Santa Fe to
TRAINS STALLED
OP
the reasonable classifications and regula
a public reception,
tendered
ing taken through Denver by New Street, Petersburg,
Virginia. It Is Aztec with Incidental service to Taos,
Mexico officers, made an assault uplast at the executive mansion by Gov- tions and authorizes the Interstate
that Dr. Bidgood is the TIerra Amarllla and El Rlto. The
his camera thought
on Balrd, and kicked
ernor Curry and the first to Governor-to-b- e commerce commission to prescribe
Several more next few years will see extraordinary
young man's father.
what they shall be.
about the floor of the union station.
William J. Mills.
been found who had development work (n Vaos, Rio Arri
have
persons
Mason was captured at North Platte,
The guests at the dinner were
The long and short haul clause of
seen Mr. Bidgood several limes since ba and San Juan counties adi Santa
Chief Justice Mills, Associate Justice the interstate commerce act would be
Neb., and was being taken to Roshe came here Thursday. From their Fe would reap a great benefit from
Nathan
Mechem, Territorial Secretary
well, N. M, to be tried. The Off- accounts it would seem that the
amended so as to provide that charge Juan
- One Hundred and
TramKilled
Pasat
young it If had easy communications with
Fifty
Trujillo
Colonel
A.
Hon.
Charles
Spless,
Jaffa,
icers had been searching for him for man was
for a short haul shall In no case be
& genial disposition and the territory to be developed.
of
Secun-dlnColonel
W.
Prlchard,
George
years. A stop of forty minutes was had a fine appearance,
sengers Marooned on
pas and Seven Men
greater than the charge for a long
making many
Romero, County Treasurer
made in Denver, and as Mason was
haul and the charge for a through rate
friends, it appears that he was suf- POLITICIANS AND CLERGYMEN
Arrested
Nevada Desert
Romero, Captain Brookes, Land shall be no greater than the aggregate
being led through the depot entrance
WARNED BY GAYNOR,
from
heftrt
an(J m
tnm)
Commissioner R. P. Ervien.
.
..
handcuffed between
the
officers, reel well
of the local rate., False or padded
to call on the drugenough
A company of the local militia unare
Balrd snapped him. The prisoner is
claims for damages by a shipper
AT
WELL STOCKED WITH PROVISION
gists and others he had expected to Must Keep Hands Off In Matter of
der Captain Hill, turned out together
thought to be Musgrave, the last un visit.
as are rebates.
with the Regimental band, to greet prohibited
Appointments as Merit Alone
of
in
member
Black
the
Jack
regard
hung
gang
The provisions of the law
Will Count.
Judge Mills at the depot,
and Is accused of murder. Sheriff C. JUDGMENT AGAINST SANTA
to filing complaints and authorizing
on
Is
Fe
CaliIn
Santa
Resident
Ranchos
of
of
Details
the Inauguration
Prominent
Again Open
L. Ballard is in charge of the suspect.
to adjust complaints
SYSTEM REVERSED.
FE
- the commission
discussare
1,
March
being
New York, Jan. 6. All
Tuesday,
fornia But Trains Are
Soon afterward
the photographer
de Taos Attempts
appointfix rates are much enlarged and
ed, and Mayor Jose D. Sena may be and
ments In all departments
walked Into the waiting room where Did Not Violate the Hours
of New
commission
hind Time.
of Service York
asked to appoint a committee to take they give power to the
city's government must be inad
Mason and his captors were standing
Act as to Telegraph Operthe matter In charge. The Inaugura- not only to fix rates upon complaint,
hereafter on the basis of merits alone
and Mason suddenly reached out
classiators.
Salt Lake, Jan. 6 Train number 4 with his clenched
tion ceremonies proper are to take but also to adjust and prescribe
to the New Mexican.
Special
according to orders issued by Mayor
hands, and caught
and practices
jilace at the Capitol, if weather per- fications, regulations
Taos, N. M., Dec. 31. Juan Trujillo carrying a hundred and fifty passen- - Baird under the chin, lining bis feet
Gaynor in a letter to Fire Chief Wal
sus5.
commission
Jan.
United
may
The
The
States
Chicago,
If
or
the
generally.
mits from the front portico,
Taos county, was killed gers from Los Angeles to Salt Lake clear of the
of
floor, and holding him In circuit court of appeals yesterday re- do.
' weather Is Inclement In the hall of pend the taking effect of any propos- last Embudo, at a dance
on
Tramthe
Salt Lake road, is marooned
at Las
night
while he kicked at the versed the
Clergymen, politicians and business
judgment of the district men
The Inaugural ball ed rate or change In classification un- pas, after a number of those at the on the desert, five miles from Callen- - that position
Representatives.
must keep hands off. The may
camera. The officers woke up after court In the case of the Atchison,
a
If til full hearing can be had on the sub- dance had imbibed too
la to take place in the Armory
to,
Nevada.
tracks
of
before
fire
and
The
freely
ors
letter says In Dart:
In progress
the
had
been
performance
and
Santa Fe against the United
water. Seven men are now under ar- - behind have been torn out by floods, some moments, and mauled Mason
present tentative plans are followed. ject.
"It Is my Intention to banish all
The commission Is also given the rest for the deed.
It Is expected that there will be a
The train is well stocked with pro- - about the floor. Neither Balrd nor Slates. The railroad Is charged with
violation of the hours of service act. political and outside Influence from
and adjust
Must of visitors from all parts of the power to establish rates
Max Hartt, brother of Squire Hartt v,8lons and "'e ties are being torn the camera was
Injured, although The judgment of the lower court is the departments and for all time. For
'Territory on that occasion.
rates and the shipper to select the en- of Ranchos de Taos, attempted to UP lo keeP P Biernn tor neatmg me the marks of the bandit's
boots are reversed and the case remanded with under the present method all sorts
Judge Mills declined to give out n tire route over which a shipment shall commit suicide by cutting his throat cur8' As B0i aa wagons can reach still on the
box.
of persons claiming to have Influence
picture
Instructions to grant a new trial.
to
as
this
a
forenoon
Interview
01
luB
funnal
be transported.
" "lree
He will
"ur
with a razor on Tuesday.
The suit was started by District At- come in to advocate the selection of
Ills policies and probable appointuays, me passengers win ue Drought
Railroads are required to furnish
WITH
STARTS
torney Sims who charged the railroad their friends. Worse yet, some of
to Barclay, where a train will meet ROMANCE
ments, saying that these matters rates on written application. Every
PICTURE POSTAL. was keeping telegraph operators on such Influence Is sold and paid for.
them.
would be decided as they came up be- shipment of property on which a reduty longer than nine hour periods Let there be an end to all tills."
fore him and that his only policy will bate Is pnld is made a separate of- FARNAM MAKES NEW
Santa Fe Line Open Again.
allowed by the hours of service act.
RECORD IN
Jan. 5. As the culmlna-tlnhe to give New Mexico a clean gov- fense nnd the Elldna law is amended
Chicago,
Jnn.
5.
Overlund
Albuquerque,
of PFANNKUCHEN SAYS HE
of a romance In which Cupid rode In tlio lower court a judgment
ernment that will redound to the to that extent. The railroads under
Paris, Doc. 111. Morris Farnam In traffic on the Santa Fe which
has
on a post card, Miss Frunldo Mn.lge, $100 was entered against the rail" IS NOT INSANE.
flew across country to- liien
credit of the commonwealth and the Mann bill may exchange transpor bis
tied up two or three
practically
road.
F. F. Mudgo, of the Santlie benefit cf Its people. Ho Is tation for advertisement or tneir time- day from Chartess to' Orleans, a
dnys becuuse of Souliieru California' daughter of
Allonieys for the railroads show- Declares He Shot Two Men at
miles In one hour. floods, whs resumed today. Train No. ta Fe lines In the soiilhwcst, and a
confident (lint the enabling net will tables In
of 4.1
Bisbee
newspapers.
V. Mudge, bead of the ed that operators
maintainappeared to have
be passed nt this session of Congress
Beoause They Wanted to Break
4, due last Saturday,
urrived here cousin of If.
common carrier is prohibited Ho followed the high road,
A'
on duty from 6;30 a. ill. to 0:110
been
an averngo height of ISO feet. early this morning. It .should have liock Island system and former manand Is much gratified with the way In
ing
Strike.
from owning or acquiring ownership
This constitutes a new cross country arrived nt Chicago yesterday.
which his appointment has been reager of I he Santa Fe, left yesterday p. m but that they had been relieved
of slock lu any competing carrier, The
for Buffalo, New York, to become the from noon until 3 p. ni. The court
record.
ceived by the Territory.
rail-reafor
a
bill also makes It unlawful
Tombstone, Ariz., Jan. 4. William
brldo of Jacob Bernstein. Three held as the men had only nlno horns
Fine New School Building,
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only
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Governor Curry today reappointed
Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of the
New Mexico School of Agriculture
nA Mechanic Arts of Meallla Park,
tn he a member of the territorial
board of education.
y
Governor Curry la Informed by
of the Interior R. A. Balllnger
that It will take legislative action by
Congress to extend the time for filing
small holding claims beyond March
;i, 1U10, on the tract of public lands
to be thrown open south of the Pecos
forest and which had been withdrawn
from filing because of the Intention of
Including It in the Pecos forest. How
ever, the federal land office will have
m irivo nlxiv Have' notice beiore 11
an accept homestead and other Alines on these lands and In the mean
while evwv settler should file his
small holding claims. Governor Curay while at Washington this month
will seek to Becure, with the aid of
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews
legislation to protect the bona fide
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MORE THAN QUARTER MILLION
HERE 18 TO THE WORKERSI
THE NEED OF 8IGN P08T8.
OFFICAL CROP STATISTICS.
will give New Mexico a superb sys- NEW ZELAND'8 REMEDV FOR TAX
DOLLARS IN NEW BUILDINGS.
Here Is to the workers! Every
Superintendent J. E. Clark, ProfesDODGING.
tem of highways, that will reach out
The annual summary of the Crop
During the past year, buildings cost community hag men who are always
sor W. B. Garrison and a number of
to all parts of the territory, but all
Those papers that would have their Reporter for 1909, places the area on
other educators started from Albu- ing in tne aggregate more than a intrested in the publlo welfare, They
radiating toward the hlalorio Santa readers believe that in New Mexico which
Ros-welexpotaquarter million dollars were construct- may be zealous that laws of order
corn, wheat, oats, barley,
querque the other day for
Tie
Fe trail and Caralno del Real on which
not equalised, toes and bar were raised In New Mex- pecting to go via Tajique, Wlllard and ed In Santa Fe, and for this year, two and morality are enforced. They may
are
assessments
alone
was
the principal
the city of Santa Fe
close their eyes to existing conditions ico last year at 320.000 acres, or about Torrance. But they had to abandon ot the buildings planned, for one ot be graft hunters or they may be buildpoint
because they had lost which the building site has been ers of Industries, Here's to them Bill
NIW MIXICAN PRINTING COM
elsewhere. In New York, 317 estates the same as the area cultivated under their automobiles
their way between Albuquerque and bought and the money is available, The man who takes an Interest In
PANY.
with aggregate holdings of $316,000.-00- Irrigation and ignores entirely the
MODERN GOOD ROADS BUILDING.
at Morlarty instead and for the other ot which, an option those around him In his community
or 3,000,000 acres under culti- Tallaue. landingthe end
says F. J. Buskins In the El Paso
From time immemorial, the county
of their first has been obtained on a $15,000 corner as a whole, is worth a dozen millio"at only $27,000.-00- vation by dry farming methods or the of Wlllard at
assessed
are
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Herald,
A glance at the map on the Plaza, will cost more than halt naires who never give a
and city of Santa Fe, have adhered to
thought to
and New York is a Democratlo extensive areas on which wild hay day's Journey.
Editor and President
a policy In road building that Is more city too, but there the rich escape tax- was cut. Those 320.000 acres are wi'l show how far apart and In what a million dollars. During the past anything but their own Business.
FRANK P. 8TURGES,
Sis These workers are never in the maot
Mor
to
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new
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year,
different
of
$9,189,-00methods
the
than
are
of
date
out
ation in a greater measure than they credited with a production of
to Tajique and It ters of Charity which will Involve an jority. They are called enthusiasts,
the old Romans and Greeks for these do anywhere else in the United States.
Corn was raised on 08,000 acres larty lies from that
I.i only because the county authorities
outlay of $125,000 was brought under cranks, fanatics, visionaries, but It Is
knew two thousand and more years Political economists
universally re- according to this official estimate,
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Torrance, like those root as was the new court house op they who build cities and commoago how to construct splendid thor- gard
as one of the worst yielding 31.3 bushels per acre or a of Bernalillo and other
8crttary-Traur- r.
counties, have posite It which will coBt 30,000, not nwealths; who are the pioneers of the
oughfares. Although there has been offenses against the government, but total of 2.128,000 bushels valued at of Santa Fe and
to comply with the law including the building site or the foun tomorrow. Generally, they are too
never seems $1,915,000. Spring wheat was raised
patchiug of roads and streets In this the Individual
Becond
as
certain
Claas Hatter
a
loitered
appropria dation and walls of the old court busy to accumulate wealth for themcounty and city for the past three oppressed by the fact that his action on 41,000 acres, yielding 24.5 bushels which authorizes
of sign house which were utilized. The exe- selves;
Ik Bant Ft Poctofftoa.
they are not exploiting others
hundred years, and this county has Is criminal In the highest degree. Per- per acre, a total of 1,004,000 bushels tion each year for the erection
nosta along the roads. The Interest cutive mansion, which with grounds in order to rake in shekels tor themand
for
smallest
wheat
years
been
the
many
leaBt
at
worth
valued
at
sonal
$1,915,000.
Spring
forty
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
property
was
induce
1b
should
worth
$50,000,
In
and furnishings
still the billion dollars in the United States was raised on 41,000 acres, yielding
selves, but nevertheless, they are the
good roads building
I 28 today Is next to Bernalillo,
ally, per week, by carrier
to have Buch completed and the $50,000 addition to salt of the earth, and even though as
extent in area of the twenty-si- x does not aggregate nine billion dol- 24.6 bushels per acre, a total of 1,004,-00- 0 county commissionersDully, per month, by carrier..., 1.00 least in
on
the
all
The
roof.
county
under
erected
the
eapitol brought
poor as a church mouse, the builder?
counties of the territory. It has lars on the tax rolls. In New York,
bushels valued at $1,175,000; oats sign posts
75
Dally, pr month, by mall
outside nf the Circle It is personal property that escapes were raised on 24,000 acres, yielding roads. New Mexico expects to at fine new Santa Fe dopot of the Santa the promoter, the fighter, the worker
Dally, three montha, by mall,.., lot no good roads
of
tract tourist travel and automobile Fe system was completed; a new Is for greater in the community than
0
4.00 Drive, built through the energy
Oatly, alx months, by mall
taxation, while real estate is assessed 40 buahels per acre, or a total of
not leave undone brick guard house at the penitentiary the man who constantly minds only
T.50 Mayor Jose D. Sena, and part of the $97 on $100 of value. In Ohio, It Is
bushels valued at $G34,000. Barley parties, but It should
Dally, on year, by mall
as marking the constructed.
The $15,000 National his own business and who prides him.25 Scenic Highway up Santa Fe Canon, real estate that Is returned at only was raised on 1,000 acres averaging so simple a thing
Weekly, per month,.,..
at frequent Intervals Guard Armory was completed and oc self on the tact that he is a solid bus75 built by the territory. This Is a dis- one-thirof the market value. Haskln 40 bushels per acre, a total of 40,000 roads and telling
Weekly, per quarter..
or cupied, as was the splendid theatre iness man or property owner who
1.00 grace, and it Is to be hoped that the says that the people of Pennsylvania bushels worth V40.000. Potatoes were the distance to nearby settlements
Weekly, six months
Is done on of the Elks, and Adams hall wag re never Invests In anything that is not
1.00 new year will bring some sense to the are the champion tax dodgers of the raised on 1,000 acres according to attractions for tourists as
Veekly, per year
The Weekly New atexlnaa Review authorities in the matter of handling United States, only one out of every those statistics, although in actuality roads in eastern states. It Is the best constructed for the postofflce. The gilt edge security or never makes any
that a county like Santa Fe Water and Light Company enemies because he keeps his mouth
the oldest newspaper In New Mel road funds and road labor, both in twenty-fou- r
dollars of personal prop- a thousand acres and more were In kind of advertising
ee. It t sent to every postofflo In the city and In the county. Instead erty appearing on the Pennsylvania potatoes in the Estancla valley alone, Santa Fe could have, for the county enlarged Its power house and almost shut about clvio affairs. Again, here
tourists tripled the capacity of its electric Is to the worker, and thank Provi(k
Territory and ha a large and of trying to spread the patchwork assessment rolls. Illinois ranks sec- yielding 85 bushels per acre, a tola; abounds with places that
the light machinery. A score of fine, dence that Santa Fe and New Mexico
growing clrculatloa among the Intel' over all creation, the labor available ond, only one out of every ten dollars of 85,000 bushels worth $S6,000. Hay would delight to visit if they knew
(cent and procresslv people of the should be concentrated on a block being assessed, while North Carolina was raised on 185,000 acres, yielding distance and that they could get there modern residences was built and for have workers who are not satisfied
onthweat
or one road at a time, building It ac- has the reputation of returning dollar an average of 2.00 tons per acre, a to- by road. As to automobile partlea. It the first time In the history of the city with present conditions and ever seek
block of new, modern to make better and make greater their
Is Indispenslble to them to know an entire
cording to modern methods from the for dollar. The total assessment of tal of 481,000 tons, valued at $5,339,-00which way to turn when they get to homes was reared within the space ot city and their commonwealth.
0
bottom up and the money should be personal property in New York the
If that much was raised on
THURSDAY, JANUARY 6, 1910.
acres reported, It is safe to say a cross road, fernaps, ine suuu twelve months. The School of Amerspent in buying good roads ma- pa8t (Wenty-flv- e
years has decreased
CURRY'S
TRIP TO
s
of the area not roads commission would do "good" ican Archaeology undertook the reno- GOVERNOR
chinery. The mere scraping oi me $10,000,000, in spite of the fact that that on
alWASHINGTON.
dirt In the gutters to the center of the the metropolis has doubled its wealth reported, $50,000,000 more was raised. by directing an official letter to each vation ot the Old Palace and has
callThe Arizona Republican ot Phoenix,
ready expended thousands of dollars
street to be washed back into the in these years. Missouri is a great The orchards of San Juan county, board of county commissioners
'
and urging upon It Both Saint Catherine's In in speaking of the proposed visit of
AND GOOD ROADS.
IRRIGATION
gutters by the next rain, Is not good offender in that regard. In New Zea- alone, for instance last year yielded ing attention to the law
the tax- land a simple remedy for tax dodging $800,000. The cantaloupe crop in the thai sign posts be erected along all dian school and the United States In- Governor Sloan to Washington next
Among the legislation of the most roads building, it is wasting
submonth to aid In the cause of stateThere is only one is enforced:
IMesllIa, Pecos and Belen valleys ran the principal highways of the terri dian Industrial school erected
far reaching consequence by the legis- payers' money.
exIt tory. Even the forest service is doing stantial buildings la addition to their hood, uses words that apply just aa
lative assembly that met during the way to build a road and that is to
The government calls upon the cit- high Into the thousan's of dollars.
therefore to say this along Its trails In the wilds of magnificent plants. It Is correct there well to Governor Curry:
te
first three months of 1909 was that ac- cavate It to sufficient depth, put in izen to make oath to the value of bis is no
"The people of the territory will
New the mountains and It Is a grave re- fore to call the building activity of
ana upon this
reserves the right to that the airrlcultural fVodiicts of
cepting for New Mexico the benefits a foundation of stone
and
possessions,
or
fection on the intelligence Bnd
the past year extraordinary, but 1910 learn with pleasure that Governor
cement
1909
were
worth
In
$00,000,000
Mexico
concrete,
asphalt,
either
of the Carey Act and that extending lay
over
take
at
any
property
time,
any
of New Mexico people is to bring the Hotel DeVargas, the Sloan proposes to visit Washington
the authority of the territorial engi- paving or to macadamize It by build- whatsoever, at the valuation placed or more than eight times the value of
neer over irrigation and good roads ing up the road first with large stones, upon It by the owner. After a few mine production and more than six t!.at they will not do as much for their Scottish Rite Masonic Cathedral and shortly after the first ot the year.
possibly also a Commercial Club and While going primarily for tho purmatters. There is no other office of then smaller and smaller stones and great estates had been confiscated by times the value V?,ue products of the much traveled hishways.
of
a Young Men's Christian Association pose ot attending the conference
it
running
by
to
solidly
finally
range.
the
packing
as
quite
great Importance
the government, the wholesale pracThe discussions of the pedagogues building. Truly. Santa Fe Is moving state governors, Arizona's governor
material welfare and progress of the a heavy road roller over It. Mater tice of swearing to false values came
the
while
will
capat
take occasion
at Roswell this week are of more forward.
QUIT FOOLING.
territory as that of the territorial en- ial for good roads building Is at hand tQ au abrupt end
ital to put in energetio work for the
Mexico than all the
u wo
gineer, and it is the good fortune of in every pari ui uio uum;
New Mexico Is not satisfied with moment to New
s
ANNOUNCEMENT.
time he
bv
EDITORIAL
bill.
And
the
senator-shipstatehood
of politicians for
the commonwealth that It Is filled by practically nothing and labor is cheap.
any arrangement that provides that scheming
THE NEW YEAR'8 EDITION.
The New Mexican announces edi returns to the territory he probably
and other officers, but It Is In
A block of macadamized street or of
so competent, energetic and public-spiritan
The New Mexican does not take un- the present Congress pass merely
atten- torial changes that will go Into ef will be able to say .pretty definitely
a man as Vernon L. Sullivan. macadamized road would probably
act authorizing the territory to hold the nature of things, that less
He has gathered around him an able cost less here than does road con- to Itself any Bpecial credit for today's a constitutional convention and then tion Is being paid to them than there fect in the New Year. Mr. Raymond what the congressional program is.
edition. Whatever credit there
the past year, in charge of
"The governor wilt go to Washingcorps of assistants.
Possessing the struction anywhere else In the United special
submit the constitution to Congress is to a fight over a constableshlp. Haacke,
Is, belongs to the business men wbo
is making the city editor's desk of the New Mex ton with the cordial approval and
full cooperation of Governor Curry States.
However, New Mexico
with
session
that
at
idea
the
next
Its
made possible the Issue of 10,000
and Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
progress along educational lines ican, will be advanced to assistant best wishes of all the people, for
Bernalillo county has turned a new have
- if It does not please those gentlemen great
manager In the business office, suc everybody knows that he Is working
of the Good Roads and Carey Act com- leaf In that respect and Santa Fe copies 10 De scauereo. iu every uiibu- ' that 11 be rejectei and another con-tru- through the efforts,
Hon for the benefit of Ihe city. It Is
and patriotism of its host ot more ceeding Mr. William D. Hayes, who unselfishly for all Arizoraras a govdraft-brinmissions, more has been accomplishbe
more
their
county and this city, should follow
to
liking
that their public spirit ought to jstttution
than a thousand public school teach- will return to the forest service, to ernor should, with little thought to
ed for irrigation and for good roads this good example.
ed- Says the Albu' nt " members of
direct results, but If It does not.
in New Mexico during the past twelve querque Morning Journal:
ers, not to speak of tt.OBe who teach take charge of the new planting sta the political game. A few persons,
to
live
under
are
"ho
expected
come
to
reward is certain to
In private schools and in the higher tion on Pike's Peak, one of the most whose thoughts are confined to petty ,
months than during any previous
"The people of Bernalillo county them Indirectly. p
uui me
tn.irlnt who "eff Mexico s constitution
Governor-Sloanthree years taken together. During have reason to
institutions of learning. New Mexico Important projects undertaken by the politics, may object to
New Mexico,
themof
and
they
people
congratulate
to
visits Santa Fe is a gain
as they found fault with
every
In the Btate of Colorado and
Just
service
head
of
at
In
the
is
the past year, for Instance, applica- selves
fortunate
having
should not be coerced Into adopting a
upon the fact that the county
tions were filed In the territorial engi- board has 'turned over a new leaf,' business and property interest; every fundamental law that does not fully its public school system, an experienc for which he is splendidly equipped his predecessor, Governor Klbbey, 'beneer's office for 142 irrigation and In the matter of making anJ mending cent of capital Invested hereonebrings meet their own wishes. Why not do ed educator like Superintendent J. E. by training and experience. Both Mr. cause he Is not a politician;' but the
to every resident in
way
power projects, running the total ap- county roads, and haB resolved to Interest
Clark, who is also a practical busi- Haacke and Mr. Hayes have rendered very fact that he Is not a politician
or another. If this issue awakens away with the holding of a constitu ness man. Without losing sight ot the New Mexican Printing Company gives him a strong hold on the conplications on file since the office was adopt a common sense plan of doing
demore loyalty to the beautiful town tional convention altogether and have the
fidence of the citizens ot the
opened more than three years ago, to fuch work hereafter.
higher ideals he knows how to valuable service the past year and
'
formulate and adopt such a
among Its people; If It contributes to Congress for
serve the well wishes of the friends
367. The applications during the last
conditions.
most
of
the
make
existing
new
state?
document
the
What
good
"Sinct the 'memory of man runeth the unifying of business and property
Mr. Bryan
year ask tor an appropriation of waAbly seconding him in his efforts are and patrons of the firm.
uueo ' uu lu malu
'
With six saloons paying on annual
ter sufficient to irrigate 1,174,203 not to the contrary,' It has been the Interests, it will have been worth ,
most of the county school superin Boru Dunne, who was in charge of
lm-fMexico's
when
New
throat
the splendid New Year's edition of license fee of $1,000 each in Santa Fe
acres at a cost of (7,004,017 for con- rale in this county, and we presume while, but It will do more than that,down
- tendents, for never before in the his
attainIs
statehood
after
'mediately
it win
of enort
elsewheie In the territory, to select
it has and with the saloons observing the
struction, and the development of 133,-32- 0
tory of the territory, has the aver the New Mexican and through
re- health, of opportunity Into thousands
horse power at a cost of $9,828,-20- the precinct road supervisor with
of the twenty-sicounty superin become acquainted with the business Sunday and other restrictive laws and
age
Is
labor
love's
tutlon
to
them?
It
suit
g
qualities, of places and the seed now sown will
will take the city editors conducting their places decently, the
Under the law, construction on gard to his
with tendents measured up to such high community,
lost for Congress to dilly-dall- y
desk. Mr. Dunne is practically an old Prohibition movement will find It
these stupendous works must begin without any regard whatever to what bear harvest In due time.
standard as at this time.
No
the
statehood
permaquestion.
The New Mexican is already plantimer In New Mexico and Santa Fe, more difficult to make headway in thia
within a certain time limit, and on he might know or not know about the
or repairing of roads, and as ning next New Year's edition, for thus nent results and good will can thus
although still a young man, and mere- city. It is true, that no contribution
many of the projects is already under making
sure
be
Mexico
will
New
but
attained,
done
which
had
Post
The
Denver
been
has
a
fund
It is in newspaper life, the publisher
consequence, the road
returns to the land of his father, to the city's income, no matter how
way while several have been combe forced Into the arms of the Dem New Mexico much harm in 1909 by ly
regularly and deliberately squandered, and editor always look ahead; they ly
after valuable training received on large, can pay for the harm done by
pleted.
and while we have been collecting are jealous for the growth and ad ocratic party if there is any proof that its sensational and Incorrect reports the Baltimore Sun and other eastern the liquor traffic not only to IndividThis is progress indeed, for up to the
the Republican Congress is playing of political events, crowns its efforts
every year from those who pay their vancement of their community. It Is
newspaper uals, but to each community as a- papers and considerable
rrntent day only 300,100 acres are taxes,
a fund sufficient to have given proposed to make the next New horse with the people of the common at harming New Mexico by stating In experience In western centers. .He Is whole, yet, when It comes to deprivcultivated under Irrigation in the ter- us
wealth. The New Mexican Is certain Its New Year's synopsis of the year's
good highways in every part of the Year's Issue far more extensive and
and expects to con ing the city of a certain income or
New Mexico will of Its own vol! events that two lynchlngs occurred In a forceful writer
ritory, while the projects filed upon county, the fact still remains, to our valuable than the
edition; to that
present
tribute whatever Is in his power to $6,000 a year many voters will lean
will
alone
the
tlon
fundayear
during
past
adopt a conservative, wise
this territory during the past year, the upbuilding of Santa Fe and its to the high license side, even though
disgrace, that the richest county In Include In It at least one hundred new
quadruple that area. There Is no New Mexico has not a mile of proper
town's mental law that will square Itself which Is about as truthful as the sen best interests. Like In the past, the total abstainers themselveB. Howevthe
Illustrating
pictures
stream harnessed as yet, for power.
in
the
constitution
with
federal
every sational dispatches it published about New Mexican alms to
ly Improved country roads within Its beauty, Its attractions, Its growth. All
give first, the er, it merely means more energetio
except In a few lesser instances but borders.
those who happen to take a good pic- particular, hut It 'will do so of Its own Governor Curry and Judge McFie. news; then to comment upon it fairly, work, on part of the friends of local
the projects for which the approval
when
volition
the
Eiven
Mexico
opportunity New
has not had a lynching
incidentally seeking to advance the option and of Prohibition, and the vic
"Recognizing these shameful facts, ture, or have a worthy suggestion to and will resent
of the territorial engineer has been
anything that looks for mors than a decade and during the cause of Greater and More Beautiful
make during the next twelve months
tory will be won as It has been in
asked during the past twelve months, the county commissioners have deterlike
Is
ter
coercion.
best
the
for
It
nor
a
past year had neither a lynching
It to the New Mexican
Santa Fe. It will not intentionally other states.
are to develop 133,320 horse power, mined to bring a little common sense should bring
and
the
its
people
on
but
the
oth
Republican
ritory,
a
nor
riot
great strike,
office and thus help to make this
falsify or distort the news to serve
an enormous amount of energy that to bear upon the matter, and heremore representative party If party pledges are kept and er hand, substantiated Its claim of Its own or any one else's interests and
People as a rule do not like the
an
represents millions of dollars for the after when a section of road Is to be year'smoreepitome
ses
Is
act
this
at
Is
the
enabling
passed
It
former
quietest, stands always ready to correct any er- Jolts that are given (Santa Fe's cli
years that
valuable than last year's refuture development of the common- built or repaired, instead of allowing and
sion
without
delay.
unnecessary
most
and
cleanest
any
polit
edition of
ror into which It may have fallen. matic record, but th6 month that
wealth. The great Carey Act projects the public money to be frittered away sume, embodied in today's
No matter what safeguards Congress
forty-fou- r
ically and financially of any ot the
pages.
often takes more courage to do this draws to a close today, has broken alt
for which lands are being segregated, by some utterly Incompetent person,
these will not stand the commonwealths of the Union. Not a It
devise,
may
to maintain a wrong, but while records as far as low temperature to
In themselves will give New Mexico a contract will be publicly let to the
test of time, It the people are opposed single national or territorial bank fail- than
the New Mexican advocates Republi concerned. The deficiency in that reJudge John R. McFie stands as to them.
thousands of new settlers and will add lowest responsible bidder, and the
ure and all cities, counties and the can
tenets, It wants to serve the spect has been 300 degrees, altomillions of dollars to the annual agri- work, according to prepared plans and high in Taos, in Rio Arriba, San Juan
their legal In- party, the people, and Its friendB gether or almost 10 degrees for each
met
territory
peclflcatlons, will be done under the and Torrance counties as he does at
cultural production. If the legislature
Dally automobile service from San debtedness promptly and In full. It Is squarely and fairly, without resort to day that Is, Instead ot an average
had done naught else but confer upon Immediate supervision of tne county home in Santa Fe county. The New ta Fe to Aztec, San Juan county, a record to be
proud of and It Is to subterfuge or falsehood.
temperature ot 31 degrees, or on
the territory the benefits of the Carey engineer, who will see that the job Mexican has lately quoted from the would mean a
saving to the counties, be deplored that here and there a carSan Juan and Torrance county pa
that has run as high as 39 degrees In
Act It would have accomplished as Is done according to contract before
pers who have praised him for his the Territory and the federal govern rion picker among newspapers tries
for some years, the average hag been only
of
Is
a
There
dearth
applicants
much as any of the preceding as- It is paid for.
ment
mileof
almost $10,000 In official
its best to besmirch the good name
"Under the operation of such a plan learning, ability and Integrity and age and expense allowances
census enumeratorships, even In New 21 degrees. Still, the weather, at Sansemblies and more than most of
eacb of the territory.
is pleased to quote again the Estancla
as this we shall hare In the course of
Mexico.
Instead of its being a matter ta Fe was not so unpleasant taking
them.
on
This
the
Interest
year.
represents
Dally Herald as follows:
ot choice of the best men available, It it altogether, and one local physician
an Investment of $100,000 and from
While New Mexico already embark- a very few years a net work of good
"The New Mexican says that the
The New Mexican would like to see will be a scramble to press every one remarked last evening that it had
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Taking Stream Measurements.

Sen-

Washington, D. C, Jan. 5. Investicongation of the Bulllnner-Plncho- t
troversy is ordered by a Joint resolu
tion today In the Senate by Mr. Jones,
and In the House by Mr. Humphrey,
As
heretofore
both of Washington.
announced the rrovlslon is for the
hrnnrinut kind of nubile lnciuiry: the
been Instrumental In saving his life. resolution being of the character re- The exchange of a few words, how- quiring the signature of the President
ever, put Mr. Hammond on the right
gives to it all the force of genlaw
track, and a friendship that had startcircumA committee of twelve Is to be ap- ed under rather peculiar
stances, was renewed and deepened. pointed to conduct the investigation,
For some time the candidacy for the
of whom shall be designated by
Sherman and six by
collectorship at El Paso of General
Viljoen had occupied the attention Speaker
Cannon.
Unquestionably
of KepublUan politicians of Texas and
Nelson, chairman of the sen- New Mexico, and when Mr. Hammond
committee on public lands, will
heard this he promptly offered to head the list of senators and this
use his influence with the President
doubtless, will result In his selection
with a view of securing the appoin- as chairman of the Joint committee.
tment for his friend.
The scope of the investigation is outGeneral Viljoen came to this counlined aa follows:
afthe
tne
Boer war,
close of
try at
"The committee Is hereby empowerter having refused to take the oatn
of allegiance to King Edward. He is ed and directed to make a thorough
married to an American, and has been and complete investigation of the ada citizen for some time. Although a ministration and conduct of the inter-lo- r
newspaper man by profession, he dedepartment, Its several bureaus,
cided to take up farming, at which officers and employes, and of the bu--

WAR ON

WHITE

e

SLAVE TRADE

Catches the "Pull To.
gether" Spirit to Induce

Florida

Immigration,
Chicago, 111., Jan. 6. The warfare
against the traffic in women, "the
white slave trade," ueguu In Chicago
about a year aso, carried into many
state legislatures and now into Congress by President Taft'g message
and the Mann bill, has spread to
France. Reports from Paris to the
Woman's World, which set the fight
Bolng by publishing a series of
"clea
United States District Attor-era- l
new mls Assistant State's Attorney
R" and others, say that "Le Matin,"
editorially declares that the revela-sltions made in the United States of
the nefarious exporting from France
' a national disgrace. The paper
to corn-at- e
neals 10 the government
nce Immediately pourparlers with
wasningiun lor me supjiressiun 01 me
traffic. The paper insists that France
In reality Is the most decent country
on the globe, and one where home
life and virtue are most beautifully
exemplified, yet abroad, and especially
in America, scandalous French litera
ture is circulated and the extent of
the monstrous white slave trade has
given her the reputation of being the
center of depravity. The Matin adds:
"The government must Intervene. It
is a question of humanity and national

6.

Scenic Highway

Over Dalton Divide at Elevation of 9,000 Feet.

the Florida Promotion Committee payment of pensions, will be paid out
having been organized, It Is said, with- of the general revenue of the comout harvest of the northwestern roads pany and charged to operating exwas the result of preliminary work of penses. The department will be adIRRIGATION
RDAD
exploitation and advertising on a tre- ministered by a board of five persons,
mendous scale having In view the set- appointed by ihe railroad and subject
tlement of unpeopled districts, the to the president. Every employe who
railroads being entitled to most of shall devote all his time to the servthe credit.
ice of the road, conies within the provisions of the pension system.
Wool Warehouses at Chicago.
In
The cuts herewith give Boine Idea of part of the various activities of
A second big wool warehouse In brief, the system provides:
That all
the Department of Territorial Enelneer Vernon L. Sullivan. The first
officers
be
shall
and
retired
employes
Chicago has resulted from promises,
cut shows one of the attaches of hh olllco taking stream measurements,
yet unfulfilled, from the railroads that j on pension when they attain the ase
work that is of the utmost importance to future Irrigation development
that locomotive
will be changed so that western
seventy
rates
years;
In this Territory, while the next cut shows an orchard under Irrigation,
will not continue to eo to the'Slneers and firemen, conductors, flag-eaa result of scientific Irrigation enterprise. The next two cuts show pop
for weaving. The day seems near j men and brakemen, train baggagemen,
tlons of the Great Scenic Highway, of which a portion has been built up
at hand when the manufacturer of yard masters, switchmen, roadmast-v.-oole- n
Santa Fe Canon to within Ave miles of the Pecos, another part has been
goods and garments will be in ers, bridge foremen and section fore-th- e
completed from Las Vegas up the Gallinas Canon and the stretch illusmiddle west where
the woolly i men may be retired when 'they are
trated Is that from Raton over Raton Pass to the Colorado boundary,
a
not
Itself
is
years old: that every one
and rar-- ! sixty-fivsheep
curiosity
one picture showing the substantial cement posts and Iron chains proretired who has been twenty years
ity. Siberman Bros., one aof the big
tecting traffic from going over steep slopes or brinks of canons, A part
i in
the service of the road shall be
hide and wol concerns of the world,
of this magnificent highway Is now under construction from Santa B'e to
has bought a site for a wool ware-- 1 pensioned; that officers and employes
Albuquerque, while branch roa'- - nre under construction from Carrlzozo
who
have been twenty-fiv- e
years or
house which Is to have a capacity of
to Roswell, from Silver City to Migollon and will be undertaken from
12,000,000 of 15,000,000 pounds. The more in the service and who have be- Santa Fe to Aztec and to Taos. Thus, with Its ramifications, this highcome
Santa Fe railroad has Liken the first
permanently incapacitated, may
way, following the historic roa'. of old, will give the Territory the finest
honor."
step toward complying with the prom- be retired and pensioned, regardless
system of tourist and automobile roads in the country. To Governor
Overcapitalization.
of
The pension will be computed
age.
the
ises of
railroads by equalizing the
Curry, Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan and Land Commissioner
Overcapitalization of the proposed wool
rates from the west through Chi on the basis of one per cent for each
R. P. Ervien comprising the Good Roads Commission, much of the credit
$C2,C00,O0O merger of Chicago's south
Louis and year of the average regular monthly
for this splendid work Is due, counties like Santa Fe, Lincoln, Grant,
side traction lines, against which Spe cago with those through St.
pay for the last ten years of employChaves and Colfax, extending efllc!ei)t aid In money and other support
cial Traction Counsel Walter L. Fisher other markets. It ls expected that the ment. An
will have to folemploye in the service for
toward the work.
Issued a public warning, now does other western roads
'
Hereto- 40 years, whose average monthly sal- seem likely to upset the project, yet low the lead of the Santa Fe.
the Missouri river ary for the last ten years amounted to
Louis
fore
St.
and
the pubdlc "absorbs" excess securi
TODAY'S SPECIAL EDITION
THE ROMANCE OF
a differential of 10 $75, will be paid 40 per cent of J75
ties with only less avidity than before points have had
GEN. BEN. J. VILJOEN.
OF THE NEW MEXICAN.
per month, or $30. The lowest pendenunciations of them became so cents per hundredweight under the sion shall be $20
per month and thu
"I sup Chicago rates on wool shipments
numerous and authoritative.
,
Ten Thousand Copies Will Be Mail- Journallst, Boer Leader, Farmer,
in from the west, while Chi- highest $150.
all of those collateral coming
pose that
ed (o All Parts of the United
He Is a New Factor
has had a similar advantage of
bonds," said the head of a great bank, cago
States.
In This Territory.
7
cents on wool shipped out DECISION IN ALAMEDA
"will be taken notwithstanding they only
LAND GRANT CASE.
to the east. Although the through
secured
not
first
are
mortgage bonds,
Photographs for the cuts In this
Albuquerque, Jan. 6. The case ot
rates from the west to the east are
That It is hard to keep a good man
by tangible, productive property, the same via all
Vlcenta Montoya versus Francisco
edition were generously supplied by down Is.
gateways, if the wool
emphasized by the candidacy
The specific criticism made by Mr.
Professor Jesse Nusbaum, whoso mag- for
Montes Vigil, et al., which has been
f
the collectorship of the port of El
Is unloaded and rehandled the dealer
rwould
Fisher
this:
was
"It
appear
in litigation for more than
attractnificent photographic work is
three
must pay the difference. The Santa
Paso, of General Ben J. Viljoen, late
Is
Raton
3.
Pass.
B.
the
this
Over
local
more
A.
than
that
Scenic
was ended as far as the lower
syndicate
capitalizing
Highway
attention,
ing
Fe has now prepared a new wool tari- years
of the Boer army. Perhaps candidacy
out
rehabilitation.
Is
of
the
made
one
of
when
Ed.
court
profits
Andrews,
concerned,
Craycraft,
Judge Ira
in itself Is not a measure of the good
effective January 15. A.
most proficient amateur photographWhile the Chicago City Railway had ff, becoming
Abbott, sitting in chambers In the
man whn nan't tto AnmnoA hut iho
2
2
rates
reduces
which
Chicago
the
kanrinvnl iwnntv rilatrtft fnitrt vdh.
ers In the Southwest, John K. Stauf-fer- ,
he has been very successful. Recent- reau of forestry In the agricultural de- to pay the 6 per cent for brokerage
possibility of getting there,' is. Back
cents in some cases and by advancing
Paul A, F. Walter, the late C. G. of
ly he was commissioned as colonel partment, Hb officers and employes, allowed them In the ordinance, they
terday atternoon Blgned a decree flnd.
General Viljoen's candidacy lies on
In
others.
rates
river
the
Mississippi
of
Kaadt and others. Several of the cuts what
the 61 aft of the Governor of New touching or relating to the reclamat- made a profit to themselves of the 10
ing in favor of the defendants,
may be termed a romance of Mexico.
so that the differential under Chicago, whom there were
are the property of the Valley Ranch,
During the late Boer war he ion, conservation, management and per cent contractor's fee, selling their
ninety. The suit
7
cents.
all
cases
Is
in
B.
of
the
while H.
involved a strip of land in Sandoval
Henlng, secretary
disposal of the public lands of the bonds at 95. Ten per cent on the mil
Jamieson, main promoter and leader
Bureau of Immigration, has supplied of the famous Jamieson
and
county measuring Blxteen miles In
United States, or any lands In trust Hons spent In rehabilitation work Is Ninety Millions In New Buildings.
raid In 1898,
$38,000,-00of
which
were
those
to
make
ices
total
of
the
flat
of
Illustrations
second
The
only
length and three and a half miles In
many
building
by the United States for any purpose, considerable, but these profits are
and John Hnys Hammond, his lieufor 1909 as against $34,000,000 width, occupplng that part of Sandothis edition such an attractive one, tenant. After having gone as far as General De Wet. His farm is near Including all the natural resources of not to continue. The Chicago City
To City Editor Bryan Boru Dunne beChamberino, Dona Ana county.
such lands, and said committee is au- Railway is practically
through now for 1908 shows how the cliff dwelling val county from some distance south
Krugersdorp without meeting even
longs the credit of arranging the edi the slightest opposition the raiders
thorized and empowered to make any with Its rehabilitation work. I had propensity gains in Chicago, as In oth- of the Bernalillo bridge near Bernalillo to the Alameda bridge near
tion, writing most of the copy and se- found themselves effectively opposed BOOSTING FOR NEW
further Investigation
touching said understood that It was to be recog er big cities. For the total Investment
MEXICO AND SANTA, FE.
while
the advertisements,
curing
its bureaus, officers or nized In any financing of this new In detached houses was but $4,412,000. Aiameda, on a north and south lino,
a force of Boers, a contingent of
department,
by
of
the which was commanded
Foreman Frank P. Sturges,
and east and west from the Rio Granby Veldcornet
employes, and of said bureau of for company, but It would appear that a The total of new building for the year,
to the Teja, or watershed located
New Mexican's job room, Foreman J.
a member of the Trans- Dr. John P. Wanner Promises That estry, Its officers or employes as it distinct departure has been made $90,000,000 Includes, besides, the new de
then
Viljoen,
C. McConvery of the press room and
Rio
Grande and Rio
Hotel DeVargas Will Be Built
vaal Volksraad, or senate. There was
from these principles. In the future City hall, $4,500,000, and the new Chi- between the
may deem desirable."
Puerco. The decision affects ninety
other employes of the New Mexican some
This Year. ,
minutes decisive fighting
The authority to sit during sessions the city will not heed the 'widows' cago & Northwestern railway station,
thirty
f the defendants, among whom are
Printing Company, are responsible and the men of Jamieson and Hamof Congress and In recesses, to re-- and orphans' ' cry that was set up at $4,OOQ,000. The record eclipses those
C. G. Gonzales, sheriff of Sandoval
for Its typographical excellence. Of mond who had not been killed or
(Albuquerque Morning Journal.)
time of the Yerkes merger failure. of all previous years, even that of the
attendance
witnesses
of
and
the
the
quire
course, It Is to the businessmen who wounded were obliged to surrender.
Dr. John P. Wagner of Santa Fe, the production of papers, usual to Purchasers of these securities must World s Fair, the total for 1907 being county, who, under the term of the
advertise and the specialists who bentiment in
,hf 00,irt.ls entitled to a
genera among tne jjoers spent New Year a day visiting irienas congressional Inquiries, Is granted by buy them with their eyes open. The $59,000,000, The total Investment for
wrote articles, the Commercial Club was that the two leaders at least ra
UUtl IIIUD Ml ItMlgUl UUU
and will be here fof tne resolution. It Is provided further city at its will can buy the property bousing folks In 1909 has been over EHIip Ul IUUUin
Albuquerque,
In
tnree
the
miles
width; Alejandro Sanand the Board of Trade, that
should be tried and executed on the a day or two on business. Dr. Wag- - that
$42,500,000, that for new factories and
tor
to
what
the
the
of
City
Company
Railway
refusing
obey
per8on
any
doval
this
is
10,000
credit
of
first place
due for
Sandoval, who Is entitled to
of having caused the denth of ner is the promoter of the proposed process of the committee or to an- - it is
The
charge
$13,750,000.
spread
actually worth, without making warehouses,
edition of the largest newspaper ever me
quite a large parcel of land, and numof the flat, particularly the two-flatiueia wnu ieii m uib eususewiii. ijuu.uuu tourist notel at Santa re, to
erous other residents of Corrales, Alaprinted in Santa Fe, and copies of ma tnis Deen aone ur. jamieson be known as "Hotel DeVargas" for
the
and
beaten
aparthas
expectations
meda and other northern villages.
which will be sent to every member would not be
premier of Cape Colony wnicn vma naVe been complete for
ment has grown as astoundingly as
For the most part the defendants
of Congress and to thousands of peowould Mr. Hammond be In some time
nor
today,
Is
not
since
rents.
Ions
apartthe
It
pa6t.
are persons who have occupied the
ple In the east thought to be Inter- position to earn the highest salary of
,'
1909
a
$150
to
of
ments
all
from
$100
hav
,.j
put
renting
partially
5"'V
land in question for practically
all
ested In New Mexico.
3
any mining engineer in the world, or , formuiatlng pan9 tor the construc-shar- e
month were a rarity, while now rent their lives, their ancestors living on
A single copy of the edition will
the friendship of President tQn of th hote, 8ad Dr Wagner
to $5,000 a year are it before them. The tracts with few
from
.VJ
als
of
$3,000
JV.
with
ten
cents; It weighs
sell for
Tan. in an nroDaDiiuy iney woum vaatafAaV "ntwl T fllllv PVnPPt thflt ftC- becoming quite an ordinary thing. As exceptions, consist of small holdings
wrapper almost twelve ounces, and nave been stood up against a wall and
,
con9;mctlon
be under way
the result of continued good times of from one to ten 'acres.
will take three cents In postage to shot. But to the carrying out of this Uye
now within a comparatively short
The suit for the recovery of the
people are demanding better apartmail to any part of the United States,
purpose there was opposition. In time. It has been more or less diffments, and the conveniences and lux land was brought by Mrs. Montoya In
the first place, Paul Kruger, and s icult
to convince even the people of
uries which go with the ordinary flat 1906.
WILL GO TO 60UTH
few other "topers" were inclined to
of this project.
The land was deeded by the king
building of the day were unknown to
POLE IN BALLOONS. give sway to leniency from the first, Santa Fe of the merits
so
for
many
have gone along
the ultra high grade buildings of of Spain In 1710 to Francisco Montes
and secondly, a few of the younger They
facilities
been
hotel
has
wltn
As
Vigil, the gift being made by the king
'eara
only a few years ago.
Paris Jan. 3. Messrs. Matthlessen statesmen took either the same view ana nave so inadequate
services
the case for years, the great south for distinguished
cap
ovenooKeu
military
long
to
did
or
care
the
wrath
not
incur
the
Rus
of
officers
nnd Voltslchoak,
tal
greatest resources, its e
building division of the city led all rendered by Vigil.
sian army, today purchased two dir- of Great Britain and America. Among matecity's Its
value as a tourist point,
others in amount of flat construction
and
land to
Vigil later conveyed the
latter was Senator Viljoen. Being
igible balloons with a capacity of
work has to a certain extent
during the year with a grand total Captain Juan Gonzales, Mrs. Montoya
fourteen hundred and two thousand of a liberal turn of mind, and a that my
of $13,447,600, as against $11,801,800 claimed to be a direct descendant of
It has also required
4. 8cenic Highway Near Raton.
cubic metres with which they will un sportsman he considered that the been educational.
elsewhere
and sought through the
for the previous year. The north di Montoya
dertake an expedition to the south raiders had paid enough in blood and time to convince capitalists
courts to regain possession of the
vision came next with $9,937,400.
to sunnort
the that the proposition has merit. This,
pole. The explorers will convey the wan one of the' first
land. The occupants, however, were
I have now succeeded in do- Employes' Pension System.
shall any allowance for franchise rights, or
Question Drotxranded
apparatus by ship as far south as the idea of turning Dr. Jamieson and Mr.- however,
An employes' pension system, to decided by Judge Abbott yesterday,
t.
attention to Inflated capiIce will permit and thence proceed Hammond over to the British govern- lng and in a very little while our- bg deemed eullty 0f contempt, and
any
paying
Incato
be entitled to their holdings on
take care of superannuated or
plana will be moving up to the con- ,sdlcUon ls conferred upon the court talization."
In balloons southward.
They will
their own Individual deeds given by
i
which was inauMr. Hammond, who In the mean- - struction stage.
pacitated
employes,
of
Columthe
with
touch
base
In
of
District
0f
the
sup
keep
Pull Together.
o( a)peais
"All New Mexico is at the beginning b(a t0 t
gurated January 1, by the Rock Island their ancestors, in some cases more
time, had become a vice presidential
and doternine By such
plies by wireless.
Now Follrda has caught the "pull & Pacific
railroad, bids fair to- be a than a century ago.
possibility, and a political figure of of a great forward movement. It is cnargcg o( contempt,
togther" spirit which has built up the milestone In pensioning of employes.
had forgotten shown in the movement of Irrigable
national prominence
GOVERNOR HARMON'S
m
west and northwest, the Florida Pro- According to notice Bent out by Pres- PENNSYLVANIA
HAS COLDEST
.C(J.
unpiiywvm
all about his erstwhile
benefactor, uimis, tlmbcrlands, proposed railroad
' is specifically authorized
MESSAGE TO LEGISLATURE.
.
WEATHER OF YEAR.
motion Committee having opened ident H. U. Mudge, the company
when, on the recent presidential tour construction and development of mln- - otherwise,
of
the
for
purpose
" Provision is
headquarters In Chicago, along with
which he Joined as a friend of Mr, ... ur0D(!rtIes.
"to build up a feeling of permaThe value of the tor-- ,
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 6. Pennsylto procure those of the government for Its re- hopes
to ba enabling the committee
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 3. In his mes- Taft, he came to El Paso and was in- - rltory.B cllmate l8 ala0
nency in employment, an enlnrged in vania today Is in the grip of the coldtake
to
of
claimed lands, the Northwest Oppor- terest In the company's welfare and est weather of the winter. Zero temab'e, attorneys
sage to the Ohio legislature which troduced to General Viljoen. While better understood and the number of the 8ervlce'
convened today, Governor Harmon the exploits of General Viljoen during heftlthseeKer9 who wm come here charKe ot th8 PblnB; 80 far as
tunity League and the California Pro- a desire to remain in and devote their peratures are reported from the mouno
lt
ccncerned.
familiar-tof
war
were
the the late Boer
motion Committee, Chicago being now best efforts to the company's service." tain districts. It was nine nbove here
recommends the ratification
tax the directingofquestlonsis
bauI
durl
Jm ,
the vortex of the grent migratory The expense of the pension depart- this morning, the lowest of the presproposed Income tax amendment to Mr. Hammond, ha did uut m.....i, hotel ana 8ftnltarla facilities of the "
them with the man who once had entire
movement "back to the farm." The ment, including the money for the ent season.
the constitution.
'
territory. Santa Fe will prob- - ' V
Inquiry Instituted by federal authorlone o, the industrial
ably never
;
ties regarding some of the Florida
A
'
mialiiAr.
J"""""
.Ml.m f Iho torrltii-to the controversy may be j anij companies, final report on which
able area of irrigated land will be de- principals
c
"
by counsel.
has been held up, is said to have
j.',
ir
veloped adjacent to It and tributary represented
It was agreed by all persons who made necessary some steps to secure
tn if fmm th tinrt.h. hut itn chief re
'
ot
to
a
the
closo
attention
the
Investigation
have
given
sources will continue to be its deep
t
Florida projects to prevent odium att
squabble that the
as one of .the historic points
should be open to the pub-- l taching to the good ones because of
vesication
which
Its
climate
the nation and
nmbnhlv without enunl in this hem-- . " and this 1b ordered by the resolu- shortcomings of somo of the others.
tion.
One of tho big rooms In the This is a move approved by bankers
isphore. This hotel will make Santa
Fe possible as a tourist point. It will new senate office building will be used who are called upon nowadays to give
information about many land enterbe the first of a number of Important for this purpose.
prises north, south, east nnd west
In
those
for
for
caring
Improvements
Information
with very Inadequate
search of health. The need for it ls TWO MORE VICTIMS
about most of them. Rivalry is trevery great and with its financial sucOF PTOMAINE POISONING,
mendously keen between the comcess as we believe absolutely sure, the
I
and individuals who are apbo dolayed much Eleven
not
should
project
"K
Who
Twelve
Persons
Tl
Par panies the
j
of
r
of the public
peasing
longer."
took of New Year's Dinner are
with a patch of five to twenty acres,
Now Dead,
planted or to be planted with orch
BIG COAL STRIKE
ards, vineyards, eucalyptus or pecan
ON IN ENGLAND.
Santa Monlcn, Cal., Jan. 5. Two ad- groves or gnrden truck. So far the
London, Jan. 3. Twenty thousand
miners are idle todny in the North- ditional members of the Mnrquez fam- great emigration through the Chicago
f
umberland coal districts, In conse- ily, victims of ptomaine poisoning the gateway has been toward the west,
quence of a dispute over the eight result of eating canned pears at a northwest and southwest with an inhour act which became effective on New Yenr's dinner died today. Eleven creasing movement townrd the south.
January 1, The men at a few collier of the twelve persons who partook of The failure of the southern railroads
les still active have given notice that the dinner are now dead and one sur- to bestir themselves so vigorously as
B.
Scenic Highway In Santa Fe Canon.
the western roads is held responsible,
vivor ls not expeetol the live.
they will quit.
Irrigated Orchard.
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WAGE SIX

I

Personal Mention.

been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Simon
30,
DECEMBER
,
THURSDAY.
Nusbaum have returned home to
ui
Monioya
Hlpollto
.Uauussa, Colorado.
the guests at the Coronado.
Last evening Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
A. Staab of east Palace avenue, has
Raynolds entertained a number of
returned from a trip to Denver.
man
from friends In honor of their thirteenth
R, L. Owen, a mining
Is registered wedding anniversary.
Corona, Lincoln county.
Former County Surveyor John L.
at the Claire.
now of Las Vegas, is In
Zimmerman,
JafMrs.
and
Territorial Secretary
Santa Fe shaking hands with his
from
home
RoswelJ
are
expected
fa
and friends.
I host of acqunintainces
on next Monday.
111
V. Sal-forJudge Alford W. Cooley is quite
Traveling Auditor Charles
at Alamogordo and It is unlikely that
is home from a trip to Albuquerhe will be able to attend the opening
que and El Paso.
session next
Traveling Auditor John of the supreme court
month.
Joerns has returned from a visit to
eldest
Misa
Jeannette Snless.
his family at Raton.
citizen daughter of Charles A. Spless, presi
Squire Hartt, a prominent
of Rancbos de Taos, Taos county, is dent of the legislative council, is ui n
house guest of Miss Richie Seltg-niaa Santa Fe visitor.
San
on Palace avenue.
of
treasurer
Romero,
Eugenio
from
Miguel county, arrived last night
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J E. Clark and Rupert Asplund, of
Las VegaB stopping at the Palace.
C. Eubank
his office, are expected home this
Deputy Head Consul A.
the
for
of Pueblo, Colorado, organizer
evening from Roswell, where they at
in
visitor
a
is
Modern Woodmen,
tended the meeting of the New Mexi
Santa Fe.
co Educational Association.
been
has
who
E.
M.
Hensley,
Mrs.
A. i
appointed
Keen, recentlv
spent
at
Espanola,
visiting relatives
cashier of the First National Bank,
her
on
Fe
In
Santa
being
the night
left last night on a visit to Albu
He expects to locate in
way to Kansas City.
querque.
Arnold Shaukltn, consul general of Santa Fe with Mrs. Keen as soon as
the United States at Mexico, was the
he can find a suitable house.
E.
J. E. Wood has left for Denver,
guest yesterday of Judge and Mrs.
V. Long at Las Vegas.
Colo., where he will be assistant genof
E. E. Meier, engineer In charge
eral awreiarv of the Colorado Prison
the Arroyo Hondo project, returned Association with headquarters In the
last night from a trip to the Valley basement of the capltol minding at
nenver.
Ranch of the upper Pecos.
He has taken a temporary
A. R. Manby came in last night leave of absence from his postoffl.ee
brothhis
from Taos accompanied by
duties.
er, J. B. Manby, of Trinidad, Colo.
County School Teacher C. L. Mill
Palace.
the
er nf Cerrlllos. who has been the
They are quartered at
of
traveling
this city,
W. D. Shea
house guest of County School Super
aur-ln- g
passenger and freight agent of the intendent J. V. Conway and wire
the holidays, returned home o- Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company, is spending today in Albuquer- day. Miss Rachel Bass, school teach
er at Capitan, who was also Mr. ana
que.
truest and who was
Sheriff Abe Hlxenbaush of Raton, f ro rnna-Av'to Mr.
arrived last night accompanied by his Joined in marriage last night
Miller, today returned to Capitan.
son. He Is a guest at the Claire.
The Alvaradn Hotel last night was
from a
E. C. Burke has returned
most brilliant
visit to bis old home In Pennsylvania the scene of one of the
season. Mrs.
as well as from a side trip to Wash- social functions of the
one Solomon Luna entertaining nearly two
ington, D. C. where his brother Is
hundred ladies and gentlemen at a
of the Republican House leaders.
and dinner party. The ball room
Miss Nannie Mather, a trained ball
room were handsomely
nurse from Oklahoma City, was and dining mvriads of electric
decorated
lights,
Palamong last night's arrivals at the
hundreds of pink and white carnations
ace. She will take charge of Mrs.
and numerous wreaths of nouy anu
Catherine Patterson who is seriously evenrreen all going to make the scene
ill.
one of unusual beauty. The floor of
Dr. J. M. Dial, who has Just rethe dining room was covered with rea
he
where
spent
Paso
El
turned from
plush carpet, which harmonized with
wife
his
with
the Christmas holidays
the tapestries of red and green. Dozhad
a
very
having
and son, reports
ens of carnations in huge cut glass
imthe
visit
and
enjoyed
vneea noptinlpH a nromtnent nlace on
pleasant trip
mensely.
the dining room tables, which also
Tomorrow the following party, bore old fashioned candelabra, add
members of the forest service bureau ing a touch of qualntness. A feature
at Albuquerque will arrive In Santa nf the decorations In the ball room
Fe to spend the New Year holidays as was a clever arranged electric sign
the guests of Miss L. E. Cheshire of which spelled the word "Luna in
the local forest office: Miss Rosa large letters. The affair began at 9
Harsch, Miss Bertha Marckhoff and o'clock. Mrs. Luna being assisted In
William L. Brady.
receiving her guests by Captain and
Mrs. Frank Towne, of Utica, New Mrs. Clark M. Carr, Mrs. Virginia No-lnMisa T.olla Armllo. Miss Isabelle
York, arrived this morning to be at
the bedside of her father, Swayne S. Connelly, Miss Erna Fergusson, Miss
.i
Beaty, who Is quite ill at his home Gladys cnliders, Miss uiaays saau-rinMrs. Towne was
Miss Rehecca Pearce. Miss Eu
on Water street.
not aware of her father's illness until nice MnClellan. Miss Lollta Hunlng,
her arrival, and will remain on a and Miss Elizabeth Wlttwer. Dancing
visit with her father for an indefinite was indulged In until 11:30 when the
time.
guests repaired to the dining room,
Superintendent of Public Insrtuction where an elaborate course dinner was
J. E. Clark, Professor W. E. Garrison served. The dance program and menu
and companions who had started to cards were very attractive." Albu
automobile It from Albuquerque to querque Morning Journal.
Peter Knickerbocker,
popularly
Roswell, abondoned their automblles
near Torrance and took the train foi known as "Uncle Sam." on account
to pic
the Artesian city, where they arrived of his Btrlklng resemblance
auto- tures of the popular idea or your
Clark
The
afternoon.
yesterday
TTnrle la a visitor from Aztec. San
mobile has been shipped to Santa Fe
he has lived many
and the Garrison automobile to El Juan county, where
years. He Is on his way to lob AnPaso.
to spend the winter and called
W. B. Goddard of Brooklyn, N. Y., geles
nn the territorial officials at the capi
representing an eastern manufactur- tal this forenoon, who all greeted him
ing Arm, is peeing the sights of Santa with a hearty welcome. Next sumFe today under the leadership of Dr.
mer, Mr. Knickerbocker expects to
J. P. Wagner, who has been appoint-e- take up his residence at Santa Fe,
of
the New Mexico representative
which he says he likes better than
the firm, Mr. Goddard represents. Mr. any other town he has ever been in
inmuch
himself
Goddard expressed
during his long life.
terested in the Hotel DeVargas propoMONDAY, JANUARY 3, 1910.
iman
was
it
that
declared
sition and
Mrs. Forney, a school teacher at El
most
Fe
needs
that
Santa
provement
Rlto, was in the city yesterday.
of all.
Miss Etta Moore has returned to
A telegram was received last evenColorado College, Colorado Springs.
ing stating that William M. Smith,
Attorney General and Mrs. Frank
division freight agent of the Santa W. Clancy arrived last evening from
In Trinidad,
Fe with headquarters
Albuquerque.
Colo., died yesterday In the hospital
Hon. Charles A. Spless, president
at Topeka, Kan., as a result of an op- of the legislative council, is here
eration. Mr. Smith was well known from Las Vegas.
the
In railroad circles throughout
Judge John R. McFle plans a trip
southwest and was agent for the San- to the east, Including the national cap
several
ta Fe road In this city for
ital, in the near future.
Mrs. A. B. Fall and daughter of
years, and many friends will be grlev-'eand
Mr.
to learn of his death.
Three Rivers, have left for Califor
nia to spend the winter.
Mrs, John Becker, Jr., of Belen,
Miss Maud Hancock has returned
and daughter of Mr. Smith,
he
when
were at the bedside
passed from Estancla where she spent the
away. It will be recalled that Mrs. holidays with her parents.
Miss D. C. Crandall left tnis mornSmith died a few weeks ago from an
accidental fall which broke her hip ing for Colorado Springs where she
resulting will attend Colorado college.
and caused complications
Mr. and Mrs. Ellin Clark of Plaza
In her death.
The relatives of the family have the del Alcalde, Rio Arriba county, were
New Year.
sympathy of many friends in thlB visitor In the city over
W. L. Brady, who has been the
city. The body will be taken to Trinidad today, where the Interment will guest of Harold M. McGibbon, has re
take place, the details for the funeral turned to his home in Albuquerque.
Judge Merrlt C. Mecbera arrived
not having been yet arranged.
C. W. Dlltg has returned from a yesterday from Socorro to attend the
session of the territorial supreme
visit to Alamosa, Colo.
court.
Hon. Thomas B. Catron has returnMiss niandie McArthur. teacher of
ed from a trip to the southern part
the Santa Clara day school, northern
of the Territory.
General Manager II. A. Comer of Santa Fe county, spent the day In the
the New Mexico Central hus returned city.
William B. Prince was a passenger
from a trip over the line.
Tonight Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. on Saturday forenoon for Detroit,
Ervien will entertuln a number of Mich., where he will spend several
friends with a New Year's party.
weeks.
Mrs. A. H. Gossett, in charge of the
P. M. A. Llenati, deputy superin
Denver and Rio Grande eating house tendent of Insurance, has returned
from a week's visit to Roswell, Chaves
at Emhudo, is a visitor In Santa Fe.
Charles A. Spless, speaker of the county.
Attorney O. A. Larrazolo. who
legislative council, and Dr, J. H.
twice made the race for Congress on
Kloan left today on a trip to Espanohe Democratic ticket, is a yisitor in
la.
Perfecto Esqulbel of Tlerra Amar-111- Santa Fe.
Dr. W. H. Harrison, trachoma ex
Rio Arriba county, is a business
visitor in town stopping at the Coro- pert, will visit the pueblos south of
Santa Fe this week and look after
nado.
Mr. and Mrs. James Keel who have eyes of poor Lo.
1909.

nnt

Ainos Hedrlcks, planting assistant Denver, is In the city and has been
at the forest station on the Galltnas calling on members of the legal pronear Las Vegas, la In Santa Fe on fession.
official business.
County Commissioner Jose Ortls y
Pino of Gallsteo, Is In town to attend
the meeting of the board of county
commissioners.
George Anton, a merchant at Espanola, but formerly of this city. Is
spending a few days with his family
on Hillside avenue.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
and family have returned home from
Roswell, where they spent the holidays with relatives.
Dr. John P. Wagner spent Sunday
at Albuquerque and boosted for New
Mexico, Santa Fe in particular, and
the Hotel DeVarsas.
Miss Lillian Sutherland, assistant
teacher at the Taos Publio school,
has returned to her duties after a holiday visit to Santa Fe.
Mrs. V. L. Sullivan will entertain
at cards tomorrow evening at her
home, 208 Agua Frla street. In honor
of her Bister, Miss Holcomb.
JndB A. L. Morrison left yester
day afternoon for Prescott, Ariz., . to
attend the funeral of his daughter-in-lawMrs. R. B. Morrison who died on
Saturday after a year's illness.
The annual masquerade ball at tne
it a. Indian achool was held Saturday
evening and was one of the best ever
s
given. The music was by Morrison
orchestra.
Lurniintv Commissioner Alfredo
cero, a prosperous merchant at Santa
Cruz, is In the Capital to attend a
meeting of the board of county com
missioners.
Henry J. Arnold and Golden Bar
rett nf nenver. Colo., interested In
the development of several portions
of Taos county, are in Santa Fe on
legal business.
Attorney Hugo Seaberg of Katon,
is In Santa Fe on business matters.
Mr. Seaberg is an extensive property
owner In the Gate City and an all
around booster.
General H. F. Robinson of Albuquer
que, In charge of the irrigation works
for the Indians In New Mexico ana
Arizona, is in the Capital from his
headquarters at Albuquerque.
Rev. John R. Uass, synoaicai mis
sionary with headquarters at Albu
querque, was a visitor in sania re
over Sunday and occupied the pulpit
In the First Presbyterian church.
F. C. Larrabee. for the past few
nn a resident of Santa Fe. residing
at the house of A. Staab. on East Pal
ace avenue, left on Saturday evening
for Denver, which he will make nis
residence.
Sheriff Silviano Rolbal of Chamlta,
Rio Arriba county, came down on
of
aatiiriinv iwlth a large number
vftneaapH for the hearing of A. H
Gossett charged with the killing of S.
Conover at Lyden.
William R- - R. Porter from the edu
cational division of the Indian office
at Washington. D. C. is snending a
week in the city and is visiting with
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall at
the United States Indian School.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. B. Clark and Rupert E. Asplund of his office, have returned home
from Roswell. where the former was
elected president of the New Mexico
Educational Association and the lat
ter secretary.
"Hon. H. O. Bursum returned last
Saturday from a short visit at his
sheep ranches In the Oscura moun
tains. He renorted bis sheen In ex
cellent condition In spite of the heavy
snow and intense cold weather." Socorro Chieftain.
Archhlshon Pitaval held a reception
New Year's afternoon and there were
many callers, Including the Governor and the mayor. His Grace wished
each of his callers a happy and prosperous New Year and those who asked his blessing received It.
An Intormai reception was neia
lew Year's day at the Governor's
mansion. The reception was from 2
to 6 p. m. Governor Curry and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert P. Ervien received
the guests who Included many officials
and prominent resldeuts of the city.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince and Mrs.
William B. Prince were "at home" on
New Year's day from three o'clock In
the afternoon throughout the evening.
Mrs. Prince received in the drawing
room assisted by Mrs. Francis Wilson.
Mrs. William Prince had charge of refreshments in the handsome museum.
She was assisted by Mrs. Brown, Miss
Lucy Grygla and Miss Myrtle Boyle.
There were many callers, over fifty
ladles taking advantages of the opportunity to call and exchange New
Year's greetings. Tho Prince home,
always noted for Its hospitality, has
been especially sought on New Year's
days during the many years that Governor and Mrs. Prince have made
their home In this city. The reception
had that touch of Bpontaenous welcome to all callers that pleases not
only for the moment but leaves a
pleasant memory for a long time to
come. The friends of Mrs. Prince
were delighted to find, that she regained her health during her long stay
In the east from which she recently
returned.
Miss Bertha Marckhoff and Miss
Rose Harsch, who have been visiting
Miss h. A. Cheshire have returned to
their homes In Albuquerque.
J. S. Candelario, who has been visiting relatives at Buena Vista since
Christmas, has returned to his home
here.
C. J. Crandall, Jr., who spent the
holidays here, has gone to Socorro,
where he la studying at the School of
Mines.
Mrs. Sarah Swart of Seattle, Wis.,
la visiting her cousin, Mrs. W. S.
Harroun. Mrs. Swart will later visit
friends In the east.
P'rank R. Crandall, deputy collector
of Internal revenue, has gone to Arizona where he will visit several cities
before returning homo.
John L. Zimmerman, a civil engineer of Las Vegas, was in tho city yesterday visiting friends. He Is
at tho Claire hotel.
G. B. Raymond, of Brooklyn, N. Y
and who Is registered at the Claire
hotel, called on the attorney general and a number of officials today.
Arthur P. Holilen, secretary of the
Wheeler Publishing
Company, of

Miss Ethel Church entertained at a
card party New Year's day in honor
of her guest, Miss Rose Hursh, of Albuquerque. A dance was given by
Miss Church on New Year's eve.
Judge William H. Pope of Roswell,
will" arrive tomorrow noon to attend
the supreme court. He will be Joined
here In a few days by Mrs. Pope, who
Is still in Georgia visiting relatives.
A New Year's dance was held at
the Indian school and to It were invited the teachers and pupils and a
Oue of the
few friends of the school.
pleasing features of the dance was the
A prize of a large cake
Cakewalk.
was won by Miss Roberts, one of the
teachers at the school.
R. Badt, of Fort Worth, Tex., and
whOBe brother is a naval officer on the
Yorktown recently
U. 8. Gunboat
sent to Nicaragua, Is a winter tourist
here. Mr. Badt intended at first to
winter In Los Angeles, but hearing
that Santa Fe has a superior climate
he came to this city.
"Theodore N. Espe, a special agent
connected with the general land office, with headquarters in Santa Fe,
ofwas in the city this afternoon on
He also visited O. C.
ficial business.
Gibbs, a fellow special agent, who has
been a patient at the Las Vegas hossufferpital for almoBt two months
ing from a severe attack of typhoid
fever." Las Vegas Optic.
Chief Justice William J. Mills, retercently appointed governor of the
ritory, will be received at the Santa
Fe depot this evening at 6:50 o'clock,
by a delegation of officials and citizens, every one being invited to attend the reception. The band will be
at the depot when the train pulls in.
.Inn ye Mllla la coming on Train No. 1
from Las Vegas and will be a guest of
Governor Currz.
Pmhate Judge Victor Ortega con
eluded the business of the probate
court today and will leave tomorrow
forenoon for his home at Chlmayo,
northern Santa Fe county. He says
that plenty of snow has fallen around
Chlmayo and that the pretty settlement has not escaped any of the cold
tht visited New Mexico last month.
John R. McFle, jr., and Miss Ame
lia McFie gave a New Year's dinner
at .Indze McFle's home Saturday,
Covers were laid for twelve. The dec
oration wear red and green. The
meats were Miss Grlmshaw, Miss
Bean, Miss Moore, Miss Jacobs, Miss
Foree and Messrs. Grlmshaw, Mackle:
Koch, Stanton and Pearce.

Old Favorite's Day.
It was "Old Favorite's Day," at the
of
the Fifteen Club with Mrs
meeting
M. J. Warner at the home of Mrs.
w a Hnrrnnn. West Palace avenue,
cn Friday afternoon, the last day of
the year. Mrs. Weltmer presided. To
the roll call, the members replied
with an original New Year's greeting,
all nf them annronrlate and clever.
The one wishing for statehood, by
Mrs. Palen, was as follows:
Here's a Happy New Year to you, and
you
May all our hopes and wishes come
true.
We don't want the earth, but we do
uant a star.
Not here In our hands but placed afar
In nur elor ous nag to noat to ana iro
nrt hear the star of New Mexico.
In place of the usual program,
"Old
Favorites," . were read, 'i ea
Mrs.
served, during which
Swart, a visitor-- , rendered very de
lightfully several selections on tne
The guests were Mrs. Swart,
piano.
Mrs. Mellison and Mrs. Asplund. The
flrt January meeting will be held at
the home of Mrs. Weltmer.
A. Wayzgoose.

John K. Stauffer, secretary and
treasurer of the New Mexican Print
ing Company, was the host on Satur
day evening at a banquet to the news
paper staff and superintendents of
the Now Mexican Printing Company.
The dinner was given at the home of
the president of the company, Paul A.
F. Walter, 405 East Palace Avenue.
The menu was artistically printed and
was unique for its original witticisms,
It set
besides its poetic effusion.
forth a tempting array of delicacies
as follows:
Blue Points,
(Not Six Points to Give the Blues)
Creme of Lobster
(Caught by the Bath Tub Committee)
Bullion.

(From Doc S's Mine, Santa Fe Canon)
Celery
(Which gives Reporters Nerve)
Punch
Carruthers)
.
(Jeff Haacke-Jo- n
Turkey
k
Shooting-Sttcthe
Brigade)
(Killed by
Taft Glblet Sauce
Statehood
Aspirants)
(For
Cranberries
(Culled by McKay, the brigade's silent partner)
Sweet Potatoes
(A "Special Edition")
Spinach
(From McConvery's Private Garden)
Peas
(Brought here by G. ftael-road- )
Roman Punch
(A la Count Marlonetti-SpaghettPrairie Chicken
(For those whose appetites are not
"Fowl Proof")
Salad

(From Newball's Greenhouse Bindery)
Pie
(Mot the kind familiar to Prints)
(Gold) Brick Ice Cream

(Lemon Flavor)
(Compliments of Dr. Frederick Cook)
Choose

(Special Importation for the Do Vargas Hotel)
Cafe

(Walter's Late Temperance Drink)
Gum Drops
(Compliments of Esquimaux Boys)
Cigars
(Pure Havanna, not rubber fillers)
Covers were laid for ten and tho
guests were: Frank P. Sturgos, C. F.
McKay, Frank P. Newhull, Grogorio
Rael, Hilan Horn Dunne, Raymond
Ilaackn, William D, Hayes and John
C. Mc.Convery.
JANUARY 4, 1910.
TUESDAY,
Mrs. Jaffa will not he at home to

callers tomorrow afternoon.
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of Banta Fe,

Banker G. A. Flick
spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
Mrs. Frank Owen and ohlldren returned from a visit with relatives in
El Paso.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero
came over from Las Vegas last eve
ning.

Eubank left yesterday for Mor-iart- y
to organize a lodge of Modern

A. C.

Woodmen.

.

Secundino Romero, clerk of the district court of Las Vegas, is registered
at the Claire.
Mrs. Palen and Mrs. Hardlnge will
not be "at home" tomorrow, Wednesday, afternoon.
H. B. Hening of Albuquerque, secretary of the bureau of Immigration,
Is a visitor in Santa Fe.
C. T. Brown of Socorro, the
mining man, was a visitor In
Albuquerque yesterday.
Miss Dorllska Crandall and Miss
Etta Moore have returned to Colorado
College, Colorado Springs.
Judge Ira A. Abbott of Albuquer
sesque, Is in Santa Fe to attend the
sion of the supreme court.
Klock
District Attorney George S.
of Albuquerque, is In Santa Fe and
win he here for several davs.
Solomon
VQtlm.nl
(nmmltteeman
Luna of Los Lunas, Is expected in
Santa Fe on Thursday afternoon.
J. D. Hand, a San Miguel county
capitalist and a leading Democrat, Is
In Santa Fe, on irrigation matters.
Mrs. C. J. Probst, the wife of a well
known merchant of Ablqulu, Rio Ar
riba county, is visiting friends In the
cltv.
Judge Frank W. Parker of Las
Cruces, arrived this noon to attend
the session of the territorial supreme
Mrs. Louise Nagel, wife of M. J.
Nagel, Sr., has gone to Albuquerque
where she is employed as a dress

maker.
L. Bradford Prince left
for m Paso Mondav and will be In Al

buquerque Wednesday, expecting to
return hnme in the evening.
Professor Jesse Nusbaum of the
shnni nf American Archaeology has
returned to Santa Fe from a trip to
Denver and Boulder, coioraao.
H. B. Jamison of Albuquerque, law
officer of the forestry service In this
district, Is In Santa n'e today in con
sulfation with local officials.
I.. T. Hardv of Esnanola. interest
ed in a power project on the Santa
Oruz, northern Santa Fe county, ib m
Sunm Fe nn Irrigation matters.
Sheriff Silviano Rolbal went to Las
Vot.nn this forenoon to lodge an In
sane man from Ojo Caliente in the
tonritnrin.1 asvlum for the insane.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell has recovered from a relapse of serious illness, and yesterday made the trip
from his home in Las Vegas to Albuniiprnue.
Snless. daughter of
Mlaa .Teanette
Hon. and Mrs. Charles A. Spless, who
has been a guest of Miss Richie

has left for her home at Las

VefrsH

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Dodge ot
Espanola, are registered at the Claire
hotel. Mr. Dodge is a sheep and cattle inspector and expects to spend
several days here.
Engineer George Riddle, who has
many friends in this city where he and
his family formerly lived has been put
back on his old run from Antonito to
Santa Fe, and will again reside here.
"Wilson W. Mills departed uils ai- ternoon in return to New Haven,
Conn., to resume his studies at Yale
University, after spending the holidays In the city as the guest of his
parents, Chief Justice and Mrs. W. L.
Mllla " I.aa Veeaa OntlC.
Dr. John P. Wagner Is home from
a vlalt to Albunueraue where he re
for the
ceived much encouragement
Hotel De Vargas proposition, wnue
at Albuaueraue, he made a thirty
minute address to the U. S. Indian
School teachers and pupils.
Nicolas Romero. Juan C. Martinez,
Jose M. MIera, Facundo Romero, Eulo- glo Mlera, MrB. S. Conover of Lyden,
and Julian Ortiz and Fidel Gutierrez,
of Velarde, Rio Arriba county, who
were witnesses in the Cosset hearing,
will return home tomorrow. They
were guests at the Hotel Coronado.
Abe Splegelberg has arrived at Las
Vegas from Denver where he went to
consult sneciallsts. He was accom
panied by Dr, William Splegelberg of
New York, Mrs. H. M. Smith of Las
Vecraa and Misa Gray, a trained nurse.
At Las Vegas he will be the guest
of Simon Bacharach and family. .
Attorneys Charles A. Spless, Jonn
A. A.
D, W, Veeder, A. T, Rogers,
JoneB, S. B. Davis, Jr., Ellsha V.
Lnne and a number of other Las Ve
ens citizens are over from the Mead
ow City to attend the hearing of vari
ous water rights contests before Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan
at the Capitol, which Is set for today.

William Farah. who for the past
fourteen yearB has been the manager
ot the Dig Store of which Nalhan
Salmon is the nronrletor. left today
nn an extended vacation trln. From
here he will go to Kansas City where
his
he will spend a week visiting
aftercousin Miss Saloma Salmon,
wards going to New York where he
will remain two or three weeks, He
mill llien call for Alexandria. Euvnt.
stopping off at various European cap
itals, and finally visiting his Birth

place, Beyrouth, Syria, where he will
be the guest ot his mother and other
relatives. After a stay of four or
Ave months he will ireturn to Santa
Fe.
Sergeant J. W. Collier and Rafael
Gomez of the territorial mounted police left Bernalillo yesterday for the
Cabezon country, Sandoval county, to
Investigate the theft of cattle and
sheep. .
"I have come to Santa Pe from Colorado to get a little warm weather,"
said B. B. Furman, a young man registered at the Hotol Modern and
whose home is In Bayfield, Colo.
"While people In this city may be
complaining ot the cool breezes and
the snow fall," he continued, "I want
to assure them that this little atmospheric disturbance Is not a circumstance to what we people In western
Colorado have been going through.
Why, the mercury there crawled to IB
and 25 degrees below zero without
blushing, and those who came to Colorado for mild sunshiny winters and
left their fur coats In New York or
Pennsylvania did not do much grinning I can tell you. Santa Fe Is admirably protected from the cold
waves, and the people here may well
remember that If it Ib chilly In this
basin It must be arctio weather elsewhere. Me for Santa Fe for several
weeks anyway."
IRISH

DEFENDER
OF GIFFORO PINCHOT.

MUST

BELIEVE IT.

When Well Known Santa Fa People
Ten II so Plainly.
When publio endorsement Is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Fe the proof Is positive. You must
believe it. Read this testimony. Ev-

ery backache sufferer, every wan, woman or child with any kidney trouble
will find profit lu the reading.
Hllarlo Baca, Delgado Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "About two and
a halt years ago I gave a public
statement telling of my experience
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney
Pills. They completely rid me of
pains In my back which had troubled
me oft and on for months.
When I
stooped or brought any strain on my
I
suffered
there
and
lotus,
severely
were various other symptoms which
convinced me that my trouble came
from disordered kidneys. I procured
Doan's Kidney Fills at Stripling Burrows & Co's. drug store and they
brought prompt relief, I continued
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and It
wa snot long before every symptom
of my trouble had disappeared.
The
fact that I have had no return attack
warrants me in again expressing my
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other,

MANY ARE PLEA8ED
WITH 1910 EDITION.
Declares Him a Remarkable Public
Servant Doing His Work With
Great Efficiency.
"Magnificent," says the Governor
"Just Fine," Says Archbishop '
PlnPitaval.
Gilford
New York. Dec. 30.
The
chot found support in his controversy
special New Year's ediwith Secretary Balllnger from an un- tion ot the Santa Fe New Mexican
and of
which was Issued yesterday
expected auarter.
cirSpeaking before the Economic and which thousands of copies will be
Sir Horace culated all over this country and
Historical Association,
Pluukett of Dublin, who has brought Europe, has been warmly praised by
about a rural revolution in Ireland people who have read It.
"This is Indeed a magnificent ediand Is said to know more about the
resources of the United States than 90 tion," said Governor Curry this morning, "and It ought to help the city
per cent of our own citizens said:
"I greatly regret that I have just re- very much. I would like to have many
ceived a telephone message from Mr. copies of the edition, so pleased am I
Plnchot that pressing business keeps with it."
"The ediThe Sietera of Charity:
him away. I must decline to enter
Into any controversy, but I should like tion is one that reflects great credit
to say that I regard Mr. Pinchot as on the Santa Fe New Mexican and we
a very remarkable public servant. He feel sure that It will be read with
Is not only a man who is doing his great interest wherever It is circulatwork with great efficiency, but he is ed."
John P. Wagner: "The special editrying as well to broaden his admintion ought to please the advertisers,
istrative position."
Sir Horace expressed surprise that the bosters of Santa Fe, and In fact
uttered by the people all over the country who
the warning repeatedly
James J. Hill had not been better read It The way It was edited Is comheeded in this country. He thought mendable and the press work reflects
that perhaps we were so much Inter- great credit In my opinion on the Job
ested In the trusts and in municipal department of the New Mexican."
Archbishop Pitaval: "I have Just
regulations that we blinded the sure
I
approach of a more distant, but also read this New Year's edition and
wish to say to the editors ot the New
a more Important problem,
Mexican, and everyone who had anyWANT TO REFUND BER.
thing to do with the edition that I
NALILLO COUNTY BONDS. think it is Just One. I hope that It
will do a world ot ood for the City
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 4. That
Fe
Bernalillo county, New Mexico, bonds of Santa Fe, the County ot Santa
are well rated on the eastern markets and New Mexico."
H. F. Stephens, secretary of the
Is shown by an offer received by the
board of county commissioners at its Santa Fe Commercial Club: "I have
The looked over a part of the new edition
morning.
meeting yesterday
Imcommissioners hadi Just approved the and I for one am exceedingly well
formal resolution placing the 100,000 pressed with It It Is a creditable
piece ot work and ought to do the city
of bridge bonds with the State National bank, representing an eastern bond a lot of good."
Thomas B. Catron: "I think the
house, when a propoistlon was made
New Year's edition is very fine."
reby the Bame house to take up and
Major R. J. Palen, president of the
fund two issues of bonds, the refund"The New
National bank:
ing of which Is now optional with the First
me as a very
county. These are the issue of De- Year's edition strikes
cember 31, 1892; for 117,000, and the good one indeed."
W. S. Davis, cashier of the United
issue of August 2, 1897, for $54,500, a
total of $71,500. ' The first of these States Bank and Trust Company:
Issues is at 6
per cent Interest "We think the special edition is a
and the latter at bIx per cent The very creditable production."
James W. Norment, president of the
proposition is to refund the entire indebtedness at 4 li2 per cent and as a Capital City bank: "The special New
result of the proposition the commis- Year's edition of the Santa Fe New
sion will probably advertise for bids Mexican Is not only a credit to the
on these bonds at an adjourned meet- men who got it out, but to the city of
Santa Fe. We are delighted with it."
ing which will be held in the court
Manager Frank Owen of the Santa
house this month.
"The
Upon the showing ot the Missouri Fe Light and Water Company:
New) Year's edition in my opinion, la
Valley Bridge Company-contractor- s
am sure everybody will say
building the new Rio Grande bridges, a gem. I
that they have material on the ground the same."
were reMany other expressions
valued at $24,000, a warrant for
of the amount, $0,000 was or- ceived by the Santa Fe New Mexican.
The demand for the edition today has
dered paid to the company.
been large and men were kept busy
filling orders. Those who were promMORE INDUSTRIAL WORKER8
ROUNDED UP BY POLICE. ised extra copies will receive them
sometime tomorrow or Thursday.
One Had Walked From San FrancisENCOUNTER
BETWEEN GOLDEN
co to Spokane to Help Strikers
EAGLE AND COYOTE.
for Free Speech.

Spokane, Wash., Jan. (4. David
Hades, claiming to have walked from
San Francisco to Spokane to Join the
In
Industrial Workers of the World
upholding the constitutional right of
free speech, and W. Edwin Jones,
worked the
who admitted he had
Spokane, Portland and Seattle rail
road officials for a pass from Port
land on the pretext of working as a
switchman to break the strike but In
stead affiliated with the I. W. W
were rounded up by the police with
eight others from various parts of
the country and sentenced by Justice
Mann to serve 30 days on the rockplle
and pay fines of $100 on the charge
of vagrancy. Michael Druzon, caught
In tho act ot talking wlth prisoners
the
In tho county Jail, also Joined
This is the first arstone breakers.
makes
which
rest under a new law,
to communicate
It a misdemeanor
with prisoners In a Jail without the
consent of the authorities.

Terrible Conflict Which Lasted More
Than Half an Hour Observed
In Northwest.

Albuquerque, Jan. 4. The first
move in the plan of tho Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railway to double

FOUR KILLED BY

Spokane, WaBh., Jan. 4. Marsh hill
near Fairfield, Spokane county, was
the scene of a terrific encounter between a golden eagle and a coyote,
the latter emerging minus an ear. The
big bird and the coyote were captured in traps set close together by
Ned Morrison, son of Colonel E. H.
Morrison. The eagle was heavily
handicapped by the trap which held
Its left claw, but stood Its ground
well by using the right spur and beak.
It died shortly after being released
from the trap and will be mounted.
The coyote was the largest ever seen
In eastern Washington.
The scratching on the frozen ground and the
wounds on its hind legs Indicate that
the animal attempted to get away
from Its tormentor, but the trap held
witIt .firm.
Young MorrlBon, who
nessed the last part of the light, says
it was a lively skirmish,
DOUBLE TRACKING THE.,
8ANTA FE 8YSTEM. continuing a half hour after he
reached the scene, when he dispatched the coyote with a stick of cord
Contract Let for Ninety Miles Be- wood.
The presence of the coyote,
tween Wlnslow and Ash Fork,
so neur settlement Is Bald to be due
Arizona.
to the heavy snow in the mountains.

track Its road from Chicago to Los
Angeles Is said to have been taken
yesterday, when the contract was let
to doublo track tho section from Ash
Fork to Wlnslow, Arizona, a distance
of ninety miles, The work will be
rushed. It la reported that the next
the secstep will be double-brackintion from Albuquerque to Gallup, N.
M., one hundred and fifty miles.

PTOMAINE
POISONING,
Dawteele, Cal., Jnn. 4. Four persons are dead and six lie dangerouspoisoning from
ly ill of ptomaine
eating canned pears on Sunday at the
home of Mrs, D. Q. Valdez. The dead
are Mrs. A. Fernandez, Isabel Fernandez, her baby daughter, Mrs. D,
0. Vnldoz, mother of Mrs. Fernandez
and Frank Garcia. The authorities are
Investigating.
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Wayside Jottings.!

has taught school at Folsom and at
Carlsbad the oast five years.
Can Dismiss City Officials In a decision in the district court at Roawell, Judge William H. Pope holds
that a city official appointed for a
definite term can be dismissed from
ofllce by competent authority. The
case was that of Lucius Dills, discharged as city engineer, and Puul
Wagner, dismissed as a policeman,
who sued for salaries.
Killed Himself by Accident One
more victim has been added to the list
of those who have killed tthemselves
hi the Bouthwest the past few weeks
through careless handling of guns.
Rafael ArmUo of Artlsco, near Albu
querque, while carelisly returning
his gun into a bolster at his Bide, dis
the bullet
charged It accidentally,
tearing through his abdomen, He died
soon thereafter in great agony.
Two Estates 8ettled A settlement
of the controversy arising over the
distribution of the estate of Mrs,
Mariano S. Otero has been effected at
Albuquerque, as all the heirs have sig
nified a willingness to agree to
equitable share of the estate given
her under prior will. There are five
heirs. The Celso Baca estate was set
tied today at Santa Rosa, the heirs
agreeing to a division of the property
both real and personal, the widow de-cleralng herself satisfied with the
homestead and the lands lying east of
the Pecos river.
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INSURGENTS ARE

JNDIGNANT

An Old Feud and Perhaps New York, Pennsylvania and Hear With Amazement That
Other Eastern States
Taft Proposes to Punish
Whiskey Responsible for
Them
Murder at Corona
Shivering

tlne, to manage agricultural demonstration farms on Indian reservations,
ln arid and soml-arlregions of the
west.
Will Fight Back.
Washington, D. C Jan. 5. It is expected that the insurgent Republican
niembors of the House will call a
mooting at an early date to give earnest consideration to the situation arising from the announcement that the
administration
would
no longer
countenance "lnsurglng" ln Congress
and would withhold patronage from
recalcitrant membora. Most of the
radical Insurgent leaders
feel that
with the election only a few months
distant it is a life or death struggle
with them, and they probably will
make no choice of weapons In defending themselves. It was expected that
some statement will be forthcoming
from the administration today as to
its attitude regarding tho Insurgents.
So far, Postmaster General Hitchcock
has remained silent under a statement emantlng from Representative
Miller of Minnesota to the effect that
Mr. Hitchcock was holding up appoint
ments of postmasters
recommended
by insurgent Republican memberB of
the House.
Amendments to
Homestead

The deceased was 24 years of age and
uumurrled.
FKIUrtV, DECEMBER 31, 1909.
Watch Night 8ervlcei Tonight-Th- ere
ARE
LOYAL
THEY
DETAILS OF CRIffiE LACKING SNOW STORM IN METROPOLIS DECLARE
will bo watch night services at
the Methodist Episcopal church to
night.
Mounted Police Are Investigat- - Railroad Schedules in Kansas But That It Is Aldrich and
Wedding at Estancla John O. Pyle
and Miss Wllla Mae Coleman were
Are Demoralized by-Cannon Who Oppose
ing and Will Make
married at Estancla on Wednesday
Blizzard.
President.
Arrests.
afternoon by Rev, Mr. Summers.
Too Much Booze Causes Stabbing
u- n
r n T,.n
romi.ix.nite m n. ' iuKa, ruius., ju, o.- -mr
Washington, Jan. 6. With amaze
"The son of Felix Urban was badly
zero was recorded here this ment and anger, the insurgent Repubcut over ilround the left shoulder
Ister, shot and killed Deputy Sheriff low
the
season,
coldest
of
lican members of the House today
on Christmas day by Samuel Madrid,
W. J. McAdams at Corona, Lincoln, morning, the
have read the published reports that they
- The heavy snow and the cold
at the saloon of Perfecto Cordova on
county, according to a dispatch rerailroad
schedules,
demoralized
are
to be singled out by the adminisof
Twelfth street. At present the boy Is
celved by Captain Fred Fornoff
tration for punishment for their "re
Died From Cold In New York,
the Territorial Mounted Police to- reported out of danger, but It might
y
bellious conduct."
have been a serious matter, if not
New York, Jan. 6. New York,
day. Mounted Policeman W. K. Dud-- '
Several of them are unsparing ln
has left Santa Kosa to unrest ter one of the coldest nights of the
properly cared for. The only reason
ascribed for the affair is too much
Trap and his two sons. Trap is 48 winter, Is confronted with a heavy the denunciation of a policy which
booze." Cimarron Citizen.
years of age, 5 feet 8 Inches, weighs snow storm today. The temperature is sought to punish a man for indeas
Saloon "While try
140 pounds, has light hair sprinkled was nine above zero, with a biting pendence of thought and action,
Shooting in
with gray, has a thin, short beard north wind prevailing last night, me they expressed it. Not a few were
lag to separate two combatants In
Law.
the saloon of Perfecto Cordova on
and is pockmarked. His two sons, municipal lodging house at one time loath to believe that President Taft
Jan. 5. RepresentaWashington,
Twelfth street, Ellseo Archuleta was
about 19 years old, look like twins housed nearly five hundred persons, would lend his aid ln an effort to
tive Rucker of Colorado Is preparing
and weigh about 175 pounds. This is over a score of them women. One
castlgation to them for supMarriage Licenses Issued The pro shot through the left leg about three
the description telegraphed to Cap- - thinly clad wanderer was picked up porting the very principle and. poli a bill looking toe tbe amendment of
bate clerk at Las Vegas has issued inches above the knee by a pistol in
homestead law,
on the street dead from the cold.
tain Fornoff.
cies for which they claimed the party the Mondell
marriage licenses to Juana Brlto, aged the hands of Pablo Caballero." Cim
JANUARY 4, 1910,
to permit homesteaders to enTUESDAY,
The killing was apparently the out-- i
itself stood pledged. "We insurgents so as
Vast Fied of jcfc
24 of El Cuervo, and Tomas Gonzales, arron Citizen.
Louig
st
Kill
Three
Jessie
Bears
on
ter
Boy
and
a homestead of
prove up
Good Grazing "Mr. Abbott brought
are not against Taft or hla policies," 320
single-handeaged 22 of La Garita; and Dolores In a
M" Jan'
acres, even though the lands are
beef today that weigh Plowman, aged twelve years,
last summer when McAdams accused
said Jtepresentatlve Madison of KanBlea, aged 18, and Amado Ortiz, aged
three
one
was
shot
and
killed
large
.
nthis
not
skating
..
as
the
morning
"contiguous"
existing law.
ed 540 pounds dressed, killed off the
.i..
..i.i,
are
favor
22, of San Jose.
of a cave
fell during the sas. "We unanimously to ln
provides; ln other words, should a
never having been fed." Es- bear which he smoked out
a concealed weapon. He entrusted rink. The rain which
grass,
the
reform
which
of
every
leading
in the Guadalupe mountains and the
Arrested for Interfering with Pound fancia Dally Herald.
eU froze this morning and covered President and the Republican party prospective homesteader elect to setboy to his father with the request
which he struck down one after the
Master Alberto Lobato was fined $10
DECEMBER
1909.
31,
FRIDAY,
that he be brought to Corona for a tne Btreeta and walks with ice half is committed. It Is not the Insurgents tle in one locality and desire land sep
cave.
as
the
from
they emerged
and costs at Albuo.uerq.ue for InterferWill Inspect Car of Cattle Inspect other
hearine.
When the elder Tran an-- an Inch thick. Train service In this of the House, but men like Aldrich arated from him by the farm or homeArrested for the Murder of Juan
stead of another settler, he may actrains be- ing with the poundmaster who was or E. E. Van Horn of the Territorial
peared with the boy, the former had section is demoralized, the
and Cannon whom the President will
Pablo
to
Quintana,
deputy
the
horse
he carry out the
pound, Cattle Sanitary Board will tomorrow Trujlllo
taking Lobato's
with him of ing from one to nine nours late.
loaded
Winchester
have to Induce to support his policies. quire it, providing
has
Taos
sheriff
of
arrested
to
county,
been
usual requirements of homesteadlng
the horse having
permitted
extractIn Wisconsin.
Inspect a car of cattle at Pecos switch
which
McAdams
relieved
Bllzzard
him,
them
are
for
The
already In entire
insurgents
roam the streets and vacant fields.
on the Santa Fe railroad, twenty Benito Lobato, Abel Lobato, Juan Lo ed the
good faith.
cartridges and then (returned
Wllwaukee, Wis., Jan. 6. The
and have been all the time."
bato, Adan Doininguez, Juan Lucero, It to him with a warning.
miles east of Santa Fe.
Brought Back
be-Runaway Boys
the
Message on Friday.
Special
Trap
which
throughout
prevailed
Attacked Government Extravagance.
Secundluo Lopez and Matlas VasEduardo Lujan brought back to Las
Badly Burned by Gasoline Mrs. C. quez, In connection with the killing came abusive, It is charged, and Mo ngnt abated early today, followed by
Washington, Jan. 6. Further an
5. Had the PresJan,
Washington,
and
Hector
Lujan
Mrs.
Adams threw him Into jail.
Vegas yesterday
F. Ripburger at Raton was severely
a considerably lower temperature. ident's daughter and son, Miss Helen nouncement was made at the White
of Juan Trujlllo of Euibudo at Las
William Frisco who had run away burned by a
House today that President Tafts
Trap pleaded for his release and Trap xhe telegraph and telephone service and - Robert
gasoline explosion, the
Taft, remained ln the
from their homes at Las Vegas. The gasoline being used by her to clean Trampas.
was released after three hours in the . hadlv crlnnled
combined special message on Interhouse gallery a few minutes longer
Wagon Load of Coyote and Fox calaboose.
to
boys had been taken Into custody by clothes. The fire also caused several
,
Roswell,
laws
state commerce and anti-trus- t
Trap!
Going
ra"
""Dr"
yesterday they would have heard their will not go to Congress until Friday.
De,ow;
Night Marshal Harper Sproull at Ra hundred dollars' worth of damage to Pelts J. B. Crammer of Lincoln sought to establish residence there
who
criticised
bis
has
set
by
father
with
father roundly
Represencounty,
"""""" "cu"
ton.
and brought suit for $25,000 damages
,'1
It was stated that the President de
the building.
el ner thls nornlng, but this tative Adair of Indiana for alleged extled in Cliff, Grant county, brought a
Sheriff Stephens and his
sired that further time be given for
Deputy U. S.
Deporting Chinamen
Saloon Business Is Profitable Des- wagon load of pelts to Silver City against
other
some
with
of
executive
the
departhigh
im.i's
compared
travagance
utv nf Lincoln county for fiKe
the distribution of the message which
Marshal C. E. Newcomer has gone to pite the threat that
Lincoln reported ment
eight or ten sa- from his former home, there being 192
McAdams Is reported to;Plnts ln Nebraska.
will be sent out in printed form this
San Francisco escorting thirty-eigh- t
loons at Albuquerque would have to pelts in the lot, half coyote and the prlsonment.
of
the
lowest
me
sallourieeu
have taken this very much to heart
ueiuw,
Mr. Adair said the President's
afternoon. The message transmitting
Chinese booked for exportation, for close down on account of the $1,500 a
half grey fox. The pelts were and
other
winter.
to
ln
drink
strong
Indulging
ary Bhould not be Increased to $75,000 the attorney general's report on the
being Illegally in the United States. year license, announcement Is now from animals shot the past two
Suffering In Kansas City.
soothe his sorrows, he shot up the
a year, adding that a president, "with Giavis charges against Secretary
They were are arrested in New Mex- made that not a single saloon would months on the Gila forest.
Kansas
City, Jan. 6. Railroad practically no expense, who could not
town
was arrested and
of
will be sent to Congress to
Estancia,
ico.
to
fail
renew its license tomorrow
western MisLamy Eating House Nearlng Com. fined $100, so the Mounted Police re schedules throughout
save from an Income of $50,000 a year morrow instead of Friday.
Deputy Sheriff Sentenced to Pen-De- puty and that Albuquerque will continue
pletion The unique Harvey eating port. McAdams had a warrant and souri, Kansas and most of Oklafioma a sufficient sum to live in ease the
Sheriff George Snell of Clay- to have its full complement of almost house
at Lamy that is being built in writ of execution for Trap lately, and are demoralized today and telegraph balance of his life, in his judgment,
ton, Union county, was yesterday sen- thirty thirst parlors.
the style of the old hacienda and it is supposed that he tried to serve and telephone wires are down In all had not sufficient business capacity to DISTRICT COURT PROCEDINGS
,
AT ALBUQUERQUE YE8TERDAY.
tenced to one year In the penitentiary
borne down with the
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yesterday by fire.
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Wedding of Well Known Young
Killing at Leopold The victim of
was Instantly killed nnd four others for any case of Deafness (caused by
UY USING THIfl
the killing at Leopold, Grant county, Folks Miss Ethel Guyer and Attorwere sciloiiHly injured today when catarrh) that cannot be cured ; by
tho
reported by the New Mexican some ney O. P. Easterwood of Clayton, UnWheellng-I'lltsbtirpassenger Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir...
time ago, was Cristobal Zapate and in- ion county, were married at Trinidadfync'ly wlnt you
train on tho Baltimore and Ohio and culars, free.
of tii'.rn. Kfirpii!iCentury Grade Oil
V. J. CHICNISY & CO., Toledo, O.
a freight train collided at the mouth
vestigation shows that Deputy Sheriff Colo. The ceremony took place in the
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In
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Sold by Druggists, 75c,
hotel
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parlors
of a tunnel at West Alexander, Pa.
Sprouse, acted entirely
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SUABKB & SMI1II, Agent.
The murdered man and his was performed 1)y Rev. Mr. Hummel
A score of passengers received slight
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of
the
church.
The
brkls
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been
hard.
Presbyterian
drinking
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companions
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1909.
Wedding at Estancla George Flu-leand Miss Eddie McLuniery were
married at EsUuicla by Rev. Randolph Carver.
Clovli Hai Another Fire Yester-da- y
Are badly damaged the $15,000
stock of the Clovis Supply Company
and caused $2,500 damage to the building In which It was located at Clovis.
The Insurance Is about fifty per cent.
Quiet Wedding at Clayton A quiet
wedding took place at Clayton last
Julia
week, when Miss
Cyrene
Toomb's, eldest daughter of District
was
united in
Attorney A. T. Toombs,
marriage with John L. Hill of Holly,
Colo.
Arrested for Gun Play Tomas C.
deBaca was arrested In Las Vegas
yesterday for making a gun play at
the Hotel La Pension and terrorizing
a number of guests. The complaint
was made by Albert Tipton of Wat-rous- .
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